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WESTERN

1
WILL SHOW HERE
The Commercial Shows will
y
pitch tents on the S. P.
and along Lordsburg streets
Tuesday and will be here for five
days under the auspices of the
newly organized Lordsburg Crass
Band.
The Commercial Shows have
numerous attractions, including
Georgia 'Minstrels, the tiny lady,
the fat girl, Hippodrome circus,
d
and the usual
small concessions. The Commercial Shows have just finished a
very successful engagement at Silver City under the auspices of the
Elks. The local band will receive
a percentage of the receipts of the
exhibitions here. The shows are
advertising free exhibitions and
Following
free band concert.
their stay here they expect to make
Clifton and Morenci.
right-of-wa-

SHOOTING AROUSES TOWN

Lordsburg was aroused from its
deep slumbers Sunday night about
12 o clock, by a number of shots
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Southern Pacific tracks, when
Francisco Barela, young business
man, proprietor of the Surprise
Grocery Store, was shot by B. Moreno, owner of the Star Grocery
with a 0 rifle.
According to reports told of the
shooting, Moreno's house had been
robbed during the evening, a cash
register stolen, and his living
Upon
apartments rummanged.
finding his loss, it is stated that
Moreno laid in wait in an attempt
to locate the burglars. It is then
alleged that Mr. Barela, With a
few other young men, passed the
place, and that they were fired
upon. One bullet struck. Mr. Barela in the right shoulder, leaving
He rethe arm badly shattered.
ceived medical attention at once,
and the wound may not prove serious.
The Southern Pacific night officer rushed to the scene, disarming Moreno after a struggle, in
which it is said that the gun was
snapped at the officer, but it was
void of bullets.
Moreno appeared in the justice
court Monday morning and was
placed under a $1000 bond to appear before Justice Marsalis on
Saturday afternoon at 2 o'clock.

IN HORSE MARKET
Government Buys Two Year Old
Colts. European Nations Have
Enormous Standing Orders

Mrs. M. M. Crocker returned
Mrs. A. J. Interrieden was taken home last Fiday from Los Angeles,
to the Hotel Dieu in El Paso Sat where she and Dr. Crocker spent
urday evening to receive treatment a few weeks vacation.
for an attack of typhoid fever. Her
A delightful social affair was
many friends here are delighted
taknow that at the last reports she given by the losing side of an at-

Penny Democratic Newspaper
The El Paso Democrat, El Paso's
newest evening paper, eppeared on
the streets of that city for the first
time Thursday. The price of the
new daily Í3 one cent.

FRIDAY NIGHT
The first meeting of the
Lordsburg F.and will be
held at the K. of P. hall Friday
night, at which time arrangements will be perfected for the
continance of lessons and practice.
Prof. Harold C. Nead has been
chosen as instructor.
Every person having an instrument is welcomed irtto the band. Instruction
Vvill be free, the band being supported by general subscription.
Those not having instruments, but
who desire to get into the swim,
are also asked to be present at the
first meeting. It is generally hoped that a large number will be
present as Lordsburg is well able
to maintain a good band. The material is here, and all that is lacked
is encouragement.
Let the public turn out at the
Friday evening meeting and boost
the boys along. A good word for
the band is a good word for

30-3-

Local and Personal

'

was doing very nicely and was out tendance contest at the Christian
church Tuesday evening, to the
of all danger.
winning team.
All the Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Small left school was present and everyone
Thursday noon for Long Beach, was more than pleased at the sucCalif., where they will spend their cess of the prize claimed by the
vacation.
champions.

The Best
IS WHAT YOU WANT
IS WHAT WE GIVE

AHD IT COSTS

I

MORE

The economical selling of groceries has been reduced to
a science at this store. It Is the logical result of many
years of concicntious endeavor to satisfy our customers'
and give them the best possible returns from their money.
It is the result of learning from long experience how to
buy the the right article at the right prices and it enables
us to sell to you as we buy.

Walkover Shoes
In The Dry Goods Department

ALWAYS

LilMklI

THE

BEST

HARDWARE
ALWAYS SUPPPLIED
WANT

If you see it in OUR ad, it is So
We close at 6 o'clock p. m.
Tlie Eafle Drue Mercantile Co.
Lordsburg's Largest Department Store

"We are having
famine in horses

the

Outfit Sold.
sideration About $20,000

Edgar-Vcsele- y

One of the largest land and live
stock transfers of several jears
took place here this week when the
first payment was made to James
Edgor of Bedrock, N. M., by J. A.
Wilson, acting for G. E. Head for
the sale of the fine stock of
about 2300 head of angora goats
and the land owned and applied
for hy Edgar and Vescley in the
Gila river country.
Mr. Edgar's outfit is one of the
best in southern Grant county, bordering on the National forest and
extending to the river.
In the
ranch is included Mr. Edgar's
homestead
improvements,
and
what is known ns the Harris place,
five and a half sections of state
land and several mining claims.
The tract is ideal for goats or cattle, and with its purchase Mr. Head
now becomes the owner of one of
the best and most complete outfits in this section, his land" now
entending many miles south, east
and north from the Gila river.
The initial payment for the en
tire purchase price, which totals
$20,000, was made Tuesday and the
alanc(wvill be paid July 1.
Mr. Edgar intends to move into
lordsburg when the sale is com
pleted, but has not yet made up
his mind, where he will locate or
in what business he will engage af

FIX THE BLAME FOR
RAILROAD ACCIDENT

Kruttschnitt, assistant

perintendent, J. D. Matthews,
sion engineer, and W. C. Peterson, master mechanic, all of Tucson, Harry A. Lane and Willard E.
Holt of Deming, formed .a com
mittee which examined the engine
Saturday which threw a wheel on
No. 9 Friday night while running
at a speed of forty five miles an
hour at a point twenty miles west
of Deming. After the committee
looked over the engine, which w'as
placed on a siding here in the Deming yards, the members repaired
to the office of Roadmaster C. But
ler, where they prepared a report
t
which laid the blame of the
to a defective axle duo to a
fault in casting, it having broker-sheejust inside the drive wheel
As a result of the finding the
Southern Pacific will make a claim
for damages against the Bessemer
Steel Co. for $1200. Present at the
hearing was Ed Shearer, round
house foreman from Lordsburg.
acti-den-

Summer School
The summer school at Silver City
opened Monday and will continue
eight weeks.
Stale Conventions
The Democratic State Conven
tinn will be held in Santa Fe. Aug
ust 30, one week following the Re
publican convention, which will
meet in the same ritv. Those con
ventions will' nominate all stale
officers who will be elected in the
fall.
Gallows Dismantled at Silver City
The gallows erected in the court
house yard at Silver City for the
execution of Lucius C. Hightower
and Pedro Montes has been (lis
mantled and stored away. A per
manent writ of mandamus acts as
a stay of execution for K0 days
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Miss Ada Harvey of Santa Fc.
has been chosen as mathe-
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Once Yon
Were a Kid!
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ADS WORTH SEEING

SUBSCRIPTIONS NOW DUE

SUBSCRIPTIONS NOW DUE
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favorable verdict was award
nlnintiffs in the case
against the 85 Mining Company i
thn no3session ot tne Jim i.rnw
claim, which adjoins the Superior
on the southwest, when it was irieu
t Silver Citv last week. A lecn- nicality stopped the proceedings
and gave the case to the plaintiffs.
It is understood that the 85 Com
pany will appeal to the State Su
nrpmA Court.
Weldon and Alston were also
awarded their case airainst John
Gleeson, for the possession of the
Doyle claims at Shakespeare.

CASES TRIED LAST WEEK

The board of trustees of the
Lordsburg. Public Schools have
next
omplcled arrangements
vear's faculty and are about to lot
the contract for the new high
school building.
Jades A. Padgett, formerly of
Gallup, N. M., has been selected a
superintendent of the schools and
Padgett is a college graduate a
Mr.
instructor in manual arts.
Padgett is a college graduate and
conies with very high recommenda
tions from the schools he has attended and also from the positions
he has held in the southwest. He
is especially qualified for the posi
tion he is to hold here, having executive ability and is familiar with
the work of al' grades in the

n

INSIDE PAGES
Tin Liberal calls special atten
tions this week to a numiier ot io
cal advertisements being carried
the
on the news service pages-opaper. Among those in the two
columns are:
Jack Heather.
The Scott Garage.
Vendóme Hotel.
Arizona Copper Co.
Assayers and Chemists.
Jones and Burns.
D. Buvcns.
Faywood Hot Spring3.
And others.
These are all ads worth reading
See page 3.

A

SCHOOL

matics and Spanish instructor.
Miss Harvey has been very suc
cessful in her work in the northern
part of the state and is a wise
choice on the part of the local
board. Miss Harvey is a graduate
of Occidental College, at Los Angeles, Cal., with high honors.
Mrs. Bess Clark of the Univer
sity of Oregon will teach history
and science in the schools.
Miss
Dempiwolfe has been
to
ter that.
the faculty and will have charge of
Frank Vescley, well known citi the Domestic Economy Depart
zen of Silver City, is a third owner ments.
Characteristic Scene, Lordsburg
in the Edgar outfit.
Miss Willie Shepard will lca h
Park
the Eighth grade classes, Miss
Matilda Beam the Cth and 7th
ANOTHER BIG SHIPMENT
Another large cattle shipment grades. Miss Inez Wright the tlti
'
went out of Lordsburg Sunday and 5th, Miss Lucille E. Veatch
VvioV COIN-- TO fcfl
when the Cureton Cattle Company, the "id grade, Miss Lois Parker
Vl( nw
C
J. Q. Brock, Sam Richardson, Joe the 1st and 2d and Miss Fay llor-toMliss
the primary classes.
Olney, and Nick Hughes, Jr., ship
ped their spring yearlings.
The Ilorton is from Santa Rita, N. M.,
cattle were purchased by Mr. C. and is a graduate of the New Mex
ico Normal School.
of El Paso, and by Senator
At the 85 Mine school Miss Celeste James will have charge of the
lower grades and Miss Mnble
FINE STOCK FOR RANGE
Brown of the higher grades.
Fred Braidfoot of Steins, N. M.
This comprises one ( the most
received 15(5 head of fine
old heifers here which he took t. efficient and highest grade farulhis ranch at Doubtful Canon nortl of New Mexico and is one of which
of Steins. Mr. Braidfoot purchas Ho had by any school in the state
ed the cattle from his brother at Lordsburg may well feel proud.
Marfa, Texas, paying $G0 a round
He has also leased a school sec
Bid.s to be Opened
tion near his place in Doubtful am
recently filed on a homestead.
Saturday morning bids for the
Lordsburg Material in Action
new $11,000 or $12,000 high school
will be opened in the office of the
MAY SHIP LIQUOR
clerk and acted upon. When fin
DIES OF HEART TROUBLE
While nothing definite has been ished the new building will be one
given out as yet, there are nu- story high with basement. It will
Mrs. Martha Prakefiohl, dieil
merous rumors that railroads en have four class rooms and an as- suddenly at her homo Tuesday
tering Arizona will within a few sembly hall, with special rooms
of
days announce that they will ac for manual training and domestic afternoon from an attack
heart trouble. She was sewing
cept shipments of intoxicating li lcience.
at the time the attack came and
quors for personal use. It is un
dropped to the floor unconscious.
derstood that they will protect
CARD OF THAKKS
Medical aid was rendered Lnt
themselves by affidavits sworn t
by consignes that the liquor i
Wo desire to thank our many she died within a few minutes.
Her body was shipped to Franktor personal use. Ex.
friends and neighbors for their lin,
Ari'ona, Wednesday for
aid and sympathy extended at
burial. Deceased was U years
Mrs.
mother,
of
the
our
death
MR. BARNES GREATLY MISSED
of age and is survived by ten
Martha I'rakcficld.
grown children living here and
Ah the summer season progress
William Krakelield anil Family. at Franklin.
cs and tourists are making Iheii
trips back cast or out to the coast
an important factor in vacation
time traveling is missing w. i
Barnes, traveling freight and pas
scngVr agent of the S. P., has net
been here for several months, lb
is confined to the S. P. hospita
;it San Francisco receiving treat
nient, iiud bis hundreds, yes
thousands of friends are delight
cd to learn that he is improving
ranidlv and may soon be hack on
the road. Mr. I.arncs is one oi
the most faithful of the Soulheri
Pacific officials, lie comprises an
important spoke in the wheels r
progress of the road, and altho hi:
has been away but a very kiioi
time, the people ate beginning t
Don't deny the children.
inquire, "Where is Mr. Barnes;
The Liberal joins his many Lord
Give them plenty of crackers
burg friends in wishing him a
to nibble.
speedy recovery.
two-ye-

su-

divi-

TER TRAR

HERE SUNDAY
A game has been arranged for
Sunday afternoon by Manager
Brindley of the local athletes with
the railroad boys' team from Tucson, Ariz. The visitors w ill arrive
on No. 2 and will be accompanied
by their best rooters. Let everyone
come out and give the Lordsburg
team h big send off. Positions
will be strengthened on the local
side and the players are preparing
to show Tucson the straight and
narrow path to defeat.

ED FOR LOCAL
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TUCSON WILL PLAY

FACULTY COMPLET

GOES THROUGH

.

T. H.

SUBSCRIPTION,

CIG DEAL

BORN: To Mr. and Mrs. Richard W. Curoton, June 5, in this
city, a six pound daughter. Both
mother and daughter are doing
finely and the proud father is giving his friends the best in the line
í
of cigars.
J
,
i

BAND WILL MEET

1

GREAT SHORTAGE

greatest
that was ever
known," said C. W. Bowers, of
Ruby & Bowers, well known horse
dealers, of Davis, California, on
his visit to Deming Tuesday. Mr.
Bowers is bringing in a carload of
stallions, which are at Lordsburg,
and after making some sales there
He
he will unload in Deming.
makes this trip every season, going as far east as Roswell and
then doubling back to the coast
over the Santa Fe Railway.
"I met," he says, "six govern
ment buyers in Phoenix alone last
week, and no limit has been placed
on the number of animals which
they are allowed to purchase. 11
may not be generally known, but
the United States is now buying
two year old colts fifteen hands
high, and is paying flOO each for
them. The authorities are tak
ing no chances of running short,
so will do their own developing
and conditioning themselves. You
know thai the horse business was
terribly neglected, because people
thought that owing to the great
use and demand for automobiles.
and the perfecting of the gas engine, that there would never be
any use for horses again, and as
a result we arc now having the big
gest horse famine ever recorded,
and we expect to see it continue for
the next five years; at least. The
price of stallions alone has adEurovanced practically $300.
pean nations have standing orders
in this country calling for as
many as 250,000 horses alul
mules."

merry-go-roun-
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Our crackers will fill the
bill (or the kiddies. We carry
then in boxes and loose.

snap in our store
in many other things beside
There's

f

a

crackers.
Í

THE ROBERTS & LEAHY
MERCANTILE CO

'

KG.
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V. Bush, Editor

t

Ov.,'.

Published Kvery Friday.
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ÍIEÜS TO DATE

NEW MEXICO
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Petit Parisian.
Lieut. Sir Ernest Shackleton, tho
Antartlc explorer, has arrived safely
at Port Stanley, Falkland Islands.
In the attacks on the British Islet
from sea and air during the war 2,- persons have been killed or
166
wounded.
Tho number of deaths is

there would be no such thing
prophecy If predictions didn't tall CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK 01
occasionally.
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
THE WORLD.
Scandal nay travel 1.000 yarda a
second, but some (oik appear able to
keep up with it.
81111,

Flowers that bloom in the spring
are not worrying about the shortage
'
of German dye.
may be as Important to
a man's political prospects as the primaries themselves.
A luncheon

A quick way to start a riot In London Is to stand on some busy comer
and about for peace.

650.

DURING THE PAST WEEK
VENT
RECORD OF IMPORTANT
CONDENSED FOR BUV

PEOPLE.
W.Nt.m Newapeper Union Tfewa fferrlce.

ABOUT THE WAR
Portion of Damlaup village, east of
Vaux, captured by Germans.
Fort
A substitute (or meat baa been InAustrlans repulsed with heavy
vented by foreign chemists. Imitaloses by Italians between Adige and
tion bab Is next In order.
Brenta rivers.
French, during night, captured 400
Mercury Is going up. notwithstanding the chilly weather. The present yards of German trenches .southeast
quotation Is $2.28 a pound.
of Dead Man's hill.
Constantinople reports Russian cenThere Is something pathetic In the ter in Caucasus has been forced to reIdea of
player on a prison baseball tire about twelve miles.
team knocking a borne run.
i
Turks capture Mamahkatum, fifty
miles west of Erzerum, and halt RusexWhatever It Is that air raids are
pected to accomplish they are still sian advance Into Mesopotamia.
Germans Friday made attack after
trying to accomplish.
attack against French line at Verdun,
Sona of
men frequently but were repulsed with great losses.
Germans using big guns on Russian
give evidence that their fathers were
front. Teuton Infantry attack near
satisfied with the first attempt.
New Zelbourg put down by Russians.
By ar irony of (ate the necessity
Lloyd's announces that the Brltlsli
that Jumps the highest in price re- steamer Soutbgarth has been sunk.
ceives the most tree advertising.
Twenty-twof her crew were picked
,
self-mad- e

o

up.

English sparrows should soon become extinct now that It has been discovered that they are good to eat

Lloyd's reported that the British
steamers liaron Twcodmouth and
Julia Park, both unarmed, had been
sunk. The British steamer Lady Nln
Ian is reported sunk.
Vigorous
cheers
for tho czar
marked the reassembling of the Rus
sian duma at Petrograd to pas a
number of measures designed to
carry the Russian arms to victory.
At Elbing, Prussia, the German emperor appeared in the role of a otreot
car passenger. Ho boarded a crowded
street cor and paid his groschen
ten pfennigs like the other passengers.
Phenomenal cold, for this time ol
the year, prevails throughout Russia
Tho street cars at Kazan have been
stopped by snow. The temperature
at
is at tho freezing
point.
One hundred nnd ninety-fivneutral ships loaded with goods from
Scandinavian countries for the United Kingdom have been eoptured by
the Germans and taken Into German
ports slnco October, 1914.
Official
figures published by the
Brltith embassy show that up to t'je
end of April neutral nations had lost
121 ships sunk by submarines.
In
the list appears one American ship
tho Leclanaw, sunk last July.
British casualties in May were
much heavier than In either of tho
two preceding months. The total from
all fields of operation, as compiled
from publibhed lists, Is 1,767 officers
and 28,470 men. The total in March,
including officers and men, was
and in April 20,511.
NIzhnl-Novgoro-

e

The Austrlans have 'gained new
Italian positions on Asiago-Arsler- i
sector and defeated Italian effort t)
assume
the offensive.
By the way. what has become of the
Italians hold back Austrlans on
old fashioned woman who thought eating carrots would make ber beautiful T Tyrol front, driving them back In dis- SPORTING NEWS
order at one point. German military
Stniidlnic ' Weeteru I.rnunp flulia.
Won. L.imt. I'et.
I'liibd
The shortage of dyes may not be critics assert Italians have lost 80,00
Lincoln
15
;ii
.571
2H
)fi
Omaha
.671
an unmitigated evil. Maybe It will men.
IeH
18
Moines
.543
Germans enter French first lino Wichita
do away with red flannel undershirts.
17
Ill
.f2
trenches between Thiaumont farm Hloux City
17
IS
.IS
20
IS
.444
The soldier lets his whiskers grew, and Vaux, northeast of Verdun. The Tupek
1!
19
.111
but he believes In glvlnc the enemy Germuns launched the attack along a tit. Joseph
14
'II
.41 i
a close shave whenever possible.
front of two miles.
deHarry
won
Aspen
of
Ricde
the
Greatest naval battle In history
It they are going to teach cooking fought between German and British cision over Young Abe Attell of Denbout held at
at that military training school for fleets off lower coast of Denmark. ver In a fifteen-rounauditorium in Neder-land- ,
women, many a man will urge his wife Approximately eighteen British and the McDonald
Colo. The referee was Alphonso
to go.
I
ten German ships sunk.
Ardourel, representative in the State
In London
hopes
Teace
rebuffed
Legislature from Boulder county.
The announcement by scientists
Berlin, Asqulth denying Germany
that defectives are on the Increase and
Katherine Harkins Sullivan, wifa
any
assurances to tho alnaturally means more scientists . to has offered
lies; and Ilerr Stresemann In the of John L. Sullivan, once heavyweight
pass on 'em.
ot
Reichstag flouting the idea that Pre J champion, died at Abingdon, Muss.,
cancer, of which she had been 111 two
ident
Wilson
can
become
mediator.
At that, the college student who
years. She was the boyhood sweetpicked the football coach as the chief WESTERN
heart of tho pugilist and was married
figure In a university may not have
Francis Domínguez, notorious Mexi- to him after encji had been divorced.
been so far off.
can bandit, was killed in an encounFlfenilla, owned by E. Hulton, won
ter with two Texas rangers near the New Derby, the classic event of
Considering the narrow escapes .re- Pulvo, Tex.
the English racing season, at Newported of the kings and princes on
An upset price of $18,000,000 was market, England, from a field of ten
the Bold. It must be conceded that
established by the Federal District starters. Kwangsu, owned by A. W.
there Is some royal road to safety.
Court In California for the Western C. Falrle, and the favorite, ran secThere's no question that a Nlcara-gua- n Pacific railroad at a foreclosure sale. ond, and Nassovian, owned by .1. P.
A tornado blew tho Wabash fast Sanford, ran third.
canal would come In handy durEven it Frank Moran was whipped
ing the 11 months and 29 days on mail train No. 17, Chicago to St. Louis,
from the track near Saunemln, 111., in by Jess Wlllard It did not put hlir
which the Panama ditch Isn't working.
juring eighteen or more persons. Ono out of the financial running. Frank'i
name was signed in New York to pa
It a man Is liar enough to flatter may die.
pers that will give him $25.000 fot
you, you'll set 'em up. If be Is candid
A general strike was called at Kanenough to tell you the truth about sas City by the Building Trades Coun his share of a match with Jack Dilyoursulf, you'll smash him In the eye. cil which will render idle 25,000 mem lon of Indianapolis at Washlngtor
bers of the allied crafts, council offi- park, Brooklyn, June 20. Dillon v.lli
get $10,000.
Tho laundries are warning their pa- cials stated.
trons that they will no longer be reAH stock exchanges in Mexico have GENERAL
sponsible for garments that fade be- been ordered closed by a decree is
Oil fuel now is used on forty railcause of Inferior dyes. Drat this war! sued in Mexico City, according to re
roads in the United States.
ports received by Consul Garcia at
Dr. Arthur ,Warren Walte was senIt Is all very well to provide the El Paso, Tex.
tenced to die in the electric chair duramateur ball player with accident InThe wealth of James J. Hill, who ing the week of July 10 the penalty
surance, but why not give blm some
assurance that bis backer will pay his died at St. Paul, Minn., after an oper- for the murder of his father-in-law- ,
ation, Is estimated all the way from John E. Peck, of which he was consalary?
$100,000,000
to $500,000,000.
He was victed.
Reports of the reported victory ol
On account of the scarcity of dyes probably worth between $200,000,000
the German navy in a North sea bat
it Is said unite Is likoly to prevail and $250,000,000.
In men's summer clothes. We don't
Gen. Jose Yncs Salazar and the tie with the British floet caused Joy
mind that Just so that tbey don't put three privates who followed him to aboard the interned German crulbert
lace on 'em.
the end of bis harmless revolution, Eltel Frledrlch and the Kron Print
appeared before Gen. Gavira In the Wllhelm at the navy yard at Norfolk
If you are feeling a tittle superla- Juarez headquarters and obtained Va.
Gen. J. J. Pershing warned Gen.
tive, call your girl "dearest" If you safe conduct papers to allow them to
like, but you will And ber still dearer return to their homes and civil life. Gabriel Gavira, the Carranza bordei
commander, at Colonia Dublan, ac
when you take the Job of buying ber WASHINGTON
cording to messages relayed to E!
hats sway from the old man.
The Senate passed House bill for Paso, Tex., that he must keep Mexi
2,300,000 acres In Orecan soldiers "a safe distance" from
Any time one's memory falls as to reclamation of
gon grant, Oregon and California rail
American bases.
the more celebrated medieval heroes road.
one can always brush up by reading
Concentration ot three
of
The House passed, 358 to 4, naval the Sixth Field Artillery batteries
the names of the winners at a dog
at Douglas,
appropriation
bill
carrying
Increased
show.
Ariz., opposite the region In Mexico
building program substantially as re
where Mexican troops have been conported
from
committee.
It seems that words of more than
centrated, has been ordered by the
2
America heads the list with
two syllables are not common In the
War Department, following a suggespostoffices, Germany is second tion by Gen. Funston.
monkey language. When a monkey
49,848;
with
follow
then
England with
talks all the other monkeys within
MlBB Margaret
Fisher, the first
33,738; Russia with 18,000; France
hearing understand what he says.
"war
of the Texas National
with 13.000 and Italy and Austria Cuard,bride"
was married at San Antonio,
Having contracted what Is apparent- each with 9,500.
Tex., to Corporal Walter Riinmer,
ly an Incurable case of locomotor
Prices paid producers for meat ani Company L, Third Regiment, who
hoe leather, we belong to the togles mals continue to Increase. From promised to "love and cherish"
and
who regard a safety pin aa a more April 15 to May 15 the Increase was then stepped Into the ranks to
leave
valuable invention than a carburetor 1.7 per cent compared with an aver for service on the border. Company
or spark plug
age decrease of 1.7 per cent during L acted as "best man" at the cerethe same period in the last six years. mony.
"Fried eggs cause Insanity." saya
President Wilson probably
Nine persons were killed and thirty-an eastern expert Our guess is. If make speeches during the summerwill
In
Injured when a northbound
Is
report
true, that he has eaten New Yora, Philadelphia, Chicago, five
this
passenger train on the Mexican railmore than bis share.
Denver and other cities.
way was In collision with a southThe nomination of Louis D. Bran-del- s bound freight train near Rodriguez,
Although there are no auch words
as "daresay," "nearby" or "alright," to of Boston to the Supreme Court Méx., forty miles south of Nuevo
the late Justice Lamar, Laredo. Those killed were five trainthe unabashed citizenry continues Its wassucceed
by the Senate by a men and four passengers,
confirmed
put
over.
to
all Mexithem
efforts
vote of 47 to 22.
cans.
Charles C. Glover, president of the
, There Is a society which proposes
Twenty persons were killed or
to teach people how to eat. Life has RIggS National Bank, and Henry wounded In an outbreak at Mara-calbFlatbnr
,WlllSani
Fluí
and
her. officials
Venezuela, against Gen. Garcia,
lost a great deal of glamour when people reach the point where they make in the same institution, were found who has been appointed president of
not guilty of perjury In the District the state ot Zulla, succeeding tempo-ar- y
a study of what they ea
Supreme Court.
Presiden: Aranguren.
20,-42- 4
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The sKgreniile German Iohsps before
Verdun are set at about 350,Ouo by the
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NEW MEXICO

BY FIRE

HIGH WIND FANS BLAZE IN NEW
MEXICO TOWN.

STATE NEWS
tV

VilfEDOUT

f

Htg.UI.Cei.W'l.

Keep Kids Klccn
Tnm

Stores, Bank, Postoffice and 6aloons
Destroyed Before Flames Were
Brought Under Control.

estera Kewepaper Union New 8ervlce.

inn 111 Annual Convention New
ritmdajr Scbuol Aeaociauon
mfiioo
at jLas Vegas.
ilsh Rite Reunion at
Monta VA
July
Cowboys' Reunion
t L
Veptn.
Auk. 3 Republican State Convention
at Hnnta K.
Auk. 30 Demlcratlo State Convention
at Kantm Fé.
Sept.
8tnt Tennis Tournament at
Koawell.
Oct.
New Mexico Bnnker" Ancl- kiiou.
tiion convention at urina
7

S-

Arls.

Tucumcari Is to have a big grain
elevator.
Dexter's new alfalfa mill is nearlng
completion.
Tho Boy Scout enrollment in Bele-- i
Is growing.
The Boys' bund at Socorro has been

reorganized.
Deming's new armory has been
formally accepted.
A rest room for farmers has beon
started at Roswell.
Three residences were burglarized
In ono night at Raton.
A now M. E. church is being
planned at Columbus.
The framo work Is up for Dayton's
new canning factory.
A branch of the Red Cross Society
has been organized at Gallup.
Chester Judd of Maxwell, had his
skull crushed in a brawl at Raton.
Roy people own a total of twenty-sitractors which now are in use.
n
Plans (or a big Fourth of July
at Silver City are maturing.
Drilling for oil on the Anderson
place, near Columbus, Is being pushed
A state chapter of tho American
Mining Congress has been organized
at Silver City.
A deal for a trainloau of yearlings
was consummated at Clovls, involving
nearly $30,0v0.
Magdalena end Tucumcari have
sent contingents to the State Guard
camp at Columlms.
There Is talk In Roswell of establishing a flouring mill to caro for tho
vulley's wheat crop.
Work has been commenced on the
construction of a fino highway from
Deming to Columbus.
The Rev. J. C. Gage of Hope, ono
Df the pioneer preachers of the state,
died after a brief illness.
It Is stated that 10,000 acres of cotton will be raised this season in
Chaves and Eddy counties.
Mrs. Alice G. Ward ot San Rafael
was so seriously burned that she died
after suffering untold agony.
Tyrone, a copper camp in the Burro
mountains, is to have a bank. The
capital stock will be $50,000.
Jose Mora of Bernalillo county and
Felix Gonzales of Socorro county
ie restored to citizenship.
: es county now owes the farmers, trappers and nesters over $16,000
for wild animal bounty money.
The Slate Land Commissioner's office is taking steps to end timber
trespass on state lands In western
x
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Weatern Newspaper Union New Service.
Springer, N. M. Fire practically

to ft ny orrtiffittMa. rvlwfte m
dmtm, and Woe imI whM
ripnfor U1 rcrVMVftaufsd.
Abo
tBsUrrial
twftts--r Wesft,
rW k tíam. cavdV hiña, ten m cUft mi
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elbow

destroyed the town oí Roy Wednes75c the suit
day morning. The (Ire originated in
Prow wfamm4mxÍTTa
i riH evTkri them, ebart unotó
a frame building adjoining the lumo poet
ftth,
;t f jÍ MA.Nfrrapl CD
Tkej
ber yard of the Floorscheim MercanrC H Fio
Vh
BewareW InvMiom. Imk he
tile Company, In the northwest part
TsJrV
lh.Tw.Hai llxi Ufad.
ot town, and, being helped by a
Levi Strauee A Co., San Francisco
strong northwest wind, Epread rapidInrht GRAND Mi at the P. P.LC
ly.
All mercantile establishments
sadestroyed,
as
were
were
several
VT,
DAISY FIT KILLFR
loons, the bunk, postoifice, telephone
exchange and several residences.
TJie EI Paso & Southwestern railwHtr""l'i"
road rushed several tralnloads of
vari WIU ot Mil mr
vt tae
i .i
water to help in fighting the fire and
the last report given was that tho
aild alera fighters would probably save the E. S&auLS MUIl, IN Salk a SnaHy. T.
P. ft S. W. depot and freight wareMotorcycle Baraalns
house.
f rjM-- and rebuilt nwtorrrrtea.
Ve mint twu. UnaranUM-d- :
Early
Roy has 1,000 Inhabitants.
estimates ot the loss place it near
ltiudif 1rrtt Hu.rhiiw.!.'! 'r
tx".
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D

.

,
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tut and mrajo
"
Co., litbAIMwr.,

$100,000.

I'M Ma to AirroOYOfaB

Brothers Shot to Death by Husband.
Raton. Fred and Paul Woolfolk,
brothers, living on a homestead
two
miles south of here In Colfax
county, were sket and killed.
The
authorities are holding Dr. C. R. Brels,
who lives on an adjoining homestead.
In connection with the killing. Tho
shooting is said to have grown out of
charges that the Woolfolks had been
attentive to Mrs. Brels. While going
to the Woolfolks place, Brels Is said
to have told the two men he had a
"score to settle" and used a Winchester rifle. Three shots were fired,
two of which inflicted fatal wounds.
Brels immediately left the ranch,
went to the home of a constable and
surrendered. He was brougui here
later. The bodies of the Woolfolk
brothers were brought here. The
body of Fred was burned, his clothing
supposedly having been set on fire
by the discharge of Brels' gun.
forty--
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EAT QUEER THINGS IN PINCH

Satisfaction In Stew Made of
Vest, Shoelaces and Sledge
Gear.
There Is naturally much talk in
war time ol rations and food supply,
and the possibility or probability of
starving out one or other of the belligerents. But it Is amasing what people will eat at a pinch.
A recent arctic explorer seriously
advised the wearing of skin clothing
Delegates. In preference to woolen, simply and

Democrats Elect Twelve
Albuquerque, New Mex. The Democratic state convention elected twelvo
delegates to the Democratic National
Convention, giving each a half-votFollowing are the delegates elected:
'
Arthur Sellgman, Santa Fé; Clarence Chambers, Gallup; Numa Fren-ger- .
Las Cruces; J. M. Casaus, Santa
Fé; Albert Blake, Artesla; Jackson
Agee, Silver City; George E. Cook,
Socorro; Juan J. Duran, Clayton; Rom
Ross, Albuquerque; Lieut, Gov. E. C.
De Baca, East Las Vegas; Sam O.
Bratton, Clovls, and B. A. Pino, Socorro.
The Democratic Btate committee
voted to hold the party's nominating
convention, at which state and congressional candidates will be chosen,
at Santa Fé. The date was fixed for
Wednesday, Aug. 30, a week after the
Republican state convention.
e.

Find

solely because, if the worst came to
the worst, one's outfit could be stewed
for a meal, or at any rate given to the
dogs!
Well, when a man finds enjoyment

and a sort of Inward satisfaction In a
stew made of his vest, his shoelaces,
and his sledge gear, he must be pretty "peckish," and when be gets back
to civilization he will make a model
husband, never likely to turn up hl
nose at cold mutton on washing days.
The blehop ot Yukon thinks nothing of eating his boots. He had probably declared he was ready for that
operation many a time when he was
a boy, but he has actually done it
since he came to man's estate In hit
case, the great gold field of arctH;
Alaska.

Tip From Father.
"I am surprised at yon!"
'Why, what have I done?"
"When I told you I wanted to marry
yonr daughter, you said yon would try
and make me solid with her and her
mother; but you have been knocking
me to them ever since."
"My hoy, If you don't know enough
about women to know that that is the
way to help you, you ought not to
marry." .

Horse's Kick Crushes Boy's Skull.
Logan. While assisting his father
to hitch a team to a wagon, Thomas
Kingston was kicked on the head by
one of the horses. His skull was
New Mexico.
He
Barnett Hardin, 20 years old, was crushed and he diedsonInstantly.
of Mr. and
fatally crushed at Tyrone when he was the
Mrs. J. W. Kingston.
became entangled in the machinery oi
a churn drill.
' Woman
Killed by Explosion.
Wheat has reached a height o;
Roswell Mrs. Michale Wilson, who
three (eet on the plains country near
The Way of It.
"How are school troubles going?"
Tucumcari, it is reported, and rye is was blown through a window when a
pan ot gasoline, in which she had
"In the usual way by the board."
a foot higher.
A movement (or a (louring mill at been cleaning clothing, exploded, did
A dark secret the correct age of an
House
has
assumed proportions not regain consciousness before her
which Indicate the early erection of death and how the accident occurred old colored person.
will never be known.
such a plant.
It Is expected that the surveyed hut
New Mexicans Deny Delinquency.
unapproved for settlement sections
Santa Fé. Commenting upon resouth of Springer Boon will be thrown ports
from San Antonio that memopen (or entry.
bers of the New Mexico National
Satisfaction
Excavation (or the foundations of guard might be
for
a new building on the site ot the old alleged failure to respond for muster
A great many former users
Sacred Heart church In Gallup has into the regular army service, Gov.
of
tea and coffee have learned
been commenced.
W. C. McDonald said: "So far as I
that there is a pure food
To fill the unexpired term of II. F am Informed, all officers and enlisted
beverage made from wheat,
Boone, R. F. Prentice was appointed men of the New Mexico National
which has a delightful flavor.
go
to
to
referee In bankruptcy for Quay and guard responded to the call
the border. The shortage of men in
Guadalupe counties.
It never exacts of its users
tribute of sleeplessness,
the
The governor named delegates to the New Mexico regiment was due
not to the failure of members to reheart-flutte- r,
the meeting of the
headache and
spond,
the
units
to
tact
that
the
but
Highway Association to be held al
other ills often caused by the
Btrength."
peace
below
had
fallen
Magdalena July 1G.
drug, caffeine, in coffee and
tea.
Ella Wilson has sued Barney Mo Incendiaries Work In National Forest
Keefray In the Socorro county DisSanta Fe Nine forest fires, burntrict Court for $10,000, alleging ing approximately over 3,000 acres
breach of promise.
and said to have been set by human
Harry M. Steece of the Department agencies, have occurred on the Santa
of Agriculture, Is touring the state Fe National Forest alone this spring,
looking for new varieties of plants the worst record In the history of the
suited for growth in the arid regions. forest service. After seventy-twRobert Whltt
ot Raton wai hours work a bad (Ire which burned
300 acres of (lne timber and threatawarded a verdict, of $4,500 against ened the town of Gascon,
San Miguel
New
the
Coal & Min- county, was extinguished by fifty
suggests the snappy flavor of
ing Co. for Injuries received In 1912. men.
mild java coffee, but is absoHe sued tor $20,000.
lutely free from caffeine or
Man Hanged and Shot.
Dr. C. E. Driles, the Chico homeany harmful ingredient Insteader charged with the killing of
Albuquerque.
A telegram received
stant Postum is in conWoolfolk brothers, waived prelimi- from Danville, 111., says the body ol
densed, soluble form, and
nary examination at Raton and was Frank Snlvely, mutilated by bullet
wonderfully
convenient for
bound over to the grand Jury, with- holes and bearing the mark of a rope
the home for the picnic
out bail. Brlles admits the killing about the neck, arrived from Magda
for travel everywhere.
but declares the same was done in lena, N. M. Snlvely's death first wat
reported due to heart failure.
If tea cr coffee interferes
Forty educators in and out of the
with comfort or success, as
Named Deed Commissioner.
state applied (or the position of suit does for many users, try a
Santa Fe George II. Corey, of
perintendent ot schools of Silver City.
shift to Postum.
New
City,
York
was
appointed
coma
A tare and a third has been grant-imissioner
oj
deeds for New Mexico
by the railroads (or the Scottish
There, a Reason"
by Governor McDonald.
Rite reunion at Santa Fe, June t
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Its Use Helps Greatly to Offset the
Burdens of Dear Fuel and Expensive Foodstuffs Operación
a Simple Matter.

170RKIÍ1G

0PP0Í1ÍÜIY

MINING AND OIL

AN
INDISPENSABLE
KITCHEN ADJUNCT.

HELP FOR

GREAT

Demand
Western Newspaper Unloa New Service.

for Canadian
After the War.

ÜOuEÜ

Some Have to Keep on Until
They Almost Drop. How
Cattle
Mrs. Conley Got Help.

Prices Quoted for Metals.
Spelter, St. Louis $13.37.
Copper, casting $2S.62V4-Lead- ,

Here U a letter from a woman wh
d
tiad to work, but was too weak and
too much to continue. How she
tut-iere-

The opportunities that Western Can- Hay-booffers to the farmer have time and regained health:
ida
cookery
a
not
ldcA
new
is
50.
New
York
:
'
:
'
f I
V Li:
by any means, but recently It has had
again
been placed before the public , Frankfort, Ky. "I suffered" so much
U'
'
Bar silver 680.
through these columns. The cheap With female weaknesc that I could not
quite a revival, and in these times of
do my own work,
Boulder, Colo. Tungsten, per unit price at which the very best lands can
dear fuel and expensive foodstuffs it
had to hire it done.'
is a boon and a blessing to the worried of CO per cent, $10.
be purchased, and the advantage that
I heard so mnchi
la to be had In securing one of the free
housewife.
They are easily made at
about LydiaHFink-ham- 's
home and cost next to nothing.
May Cripple Creek Output $1,1 85,84a homesteads of 160 acres has appealed
Vegetable
' Purchase from the grocer a
emmany,
they
have
great
and
to
a
Cripple Creek, Colo. The Cripple
Compound that I
box, say 28 inches long and 22 inches Creek district output for the month braced them. Many, In fact most of
tried it. I took three
wide and deep; If the box has a hinged or May totaled 84,lo0 tons, with a those who have done so are today giv
Brooding Laboratory Used at Kansas Stat Agricultural College.
and I found
bottles
and
good
lid, so much the better. This style of bullion value of $1,185,840.
fortune
The av ing testimony to the
it to bo all yon
The two moat Important factor In wheat and whole Kafir should take tht box can usually be had for a few cents. erage per ton of all ores treated the tlruoly forothought that led them
claim. Now I feel as
hick raising are comfort and proper place of the craiked grains. Whole
Line the box well with old newspa amounted to $14.09. The table fol- to go to Western Canada, and embark
well as ever I did and
rood, according to N. L. Harria, super- kafir Is a splendid feed for young pers; use several thicknesses, as It is lows :
In an era of farming that has placed
am able to do all my
Important to stop up any crevice. In
intendent of the Kansas agricultural chicks.
Tons. Av.Val. Or.Vul. them away beyond the pinch of want
own work again.
college poultry farm.
Where an abundant supply of sour the center of the box place a place of Smelter
4.si0 ÍT.5.00 $ 'JSit.ROO
and given them reason to look Into the recommend It to any woman eufTerinfpI
Oyelo ..36,001) 17.00
612.000 future with a hopefulness that they
"The little chick, whether naturally milk Is not available it will be found wood that will divide It Into two. Fill ttolrien
1'ortl.mrt (Colo.
from female weakness. Yon may pubor artificially hatched, should not be necessary to add half a pound of cora each portion with hay; pack the hay
SiirlnKS)
202.000 bad not bad the courago in the past to lish my letter if you wish." Mrs.
12.000 21.00
Jakes
(Vic
Portland
giren anything to eat until It shows and meat scrap to the dry mash after in tightly, then in the center of each
forecast
Coni.ey.D18 St Clair St, Frank fortKy.
49.48
Z.TS
17.800
tor)
signs of being decidedly hungry, which the first week. This ihould gradually portion make a hollow or nest ready rorlland (Intle- Not only have they been able to se
No woman suffering from any form of
11.81)0
pen.)
2.12
23.20S cure good lands at low prices and on
will usually be In about 38 to 48 be Increased to reach four pounds at to receive the vessel containing food Coly-J. Joliri- female troubles should lose hope until
they
or liquid.
easy
they
desire
If
hours," comments Superintendent Har- the end of the fourth week.
terms
but
,3(1(1
aun
1.S0O
3.60
the has given I.yJia E. Pinkhom's Veg3.Í.0
1.0S0 have been able to add to this 160 acres
300
Fond of Onions.
When the vessels are In the box, Worcester-Rubi- n
ris. "One of the first feeds that the
etable Compound aVfair trial.
are
tops
cover
off
young chick should receive is fin sand
brought
Is
freo,
on
of
over
the
When the hatch
them well
conditions that
with
84,150 S14.09 $1,185,840 of land
This famous remedy, the medicinal
Totals
hay,
or,
If preferred, a rough cover out
easy. A resident In the Lloydmluster Ingredients of which are derived frota
nr commercial chick grit and a good early and there Is not an abundance of
Arizona.
drink of sour milk or buttermilk 1Í green shoots, It will be found benefl of sacking can be made; Into this pack
district In Saskatchewan who had native roots and herbs, has for forty
possible.
A Blsbee company has been formed been farming In the States for some years proved to be a most valuable tonitt
More digestive troubles In cial to feed an onion once or twice some hay, sew up, and a cushion Is
time, took up a homestead In 1910, and and invigwatorof the female organism.
Incubator chicks are caused by lack of dally. Slice the onion crosswise so as ready to place on the cooking vessels; to operate Ajo copper property.
to form rings. Onion Is highly rel' the lid Is then closed down over all
grit than by any other one 'hing.
The Noma property at Kingman has commenced breaking with 4 oxen
All women are invited to write
Two years ago he bought an adjoin to the JLydla K. Plnkliam Medi"One of the essentials in maintain- Ished by young chicks and is especial' and slow cooking will proceed for as been sold to Denver capitalists.
over
now
ing good digestion is a liberal supply ly desirable on cold, damp days. Later long as the box is kept closed. The
quarter
has
section and
The Gold Roads property at Oat- ing
cine Co., Lynn, Mam, for special
st either sour milk or buttermilk. In In the season, when It Is possible to box will last for years, and is no ex man shipped a $40,uuu bar ot bullion. 100 acres under cultivation. He says. adrice, it will be confidential.
pense
at all, save now and again re
a few hours after the sand and milk allow the young chirks to run out for
Hugh Daggs of Phoenix has lo As my circumstances improved, I sold
have been fed, a very small quantity green food, the question of exercise newing the supply of bay.
a porphyry ledge ot great pro the oxon and now have six head ot
cated
Just the ordinary cooking utensils portions
ot bard boiled egg, including the does not need to be considered.
on the east side of the Verdo. horses, twelve head of cattle, and have
shell, chopped fine and mixed with
"One of the most Important features are needed, such as Jam jars, casse
tungsten rperty in the always a bunch of hogs on hand.
The
On an average I have had yields of
bread crumbs or rolled oats, may be In raising young chicks Is not to over- roles, and stewing jars.
has been bonded and
All food put in the hay-bomust be Huaehucas
25 bushels of wheat. 65 bushels ot oats. U Growing Smaller Every Day.
iiven. A good proportion is one part feed, and one of the best methods of
$250,000
capital
eastern
leased for
to
egg and five parts bread crumbs or feeding Is to allow the young chicks at boiling point when put in if a con.
and 40 bushels of barley to the acre, CARTER'S LITTLE
ists.
rolled oats.
( i
all they care (o eat until noon, at tlnued slow cooking Is desired. When
LIVER PILLS
and last season from a field of 28
per
In
28
running
a
cent
Scheellte,
cooking
porridge, stews, etc., bring to
they
acres, I threshed 1,040 bushels of responsible
which time thej should be allowed to
Mash for Young Chicks,
hag
on
tungstic
acid
been
struck
the
'PsOTCDC
I have made a success of not only give relief
"On the second day equal parts of become hungry, even to the point of the boil on the fire or stove; let It boll
wheat
. Hñ I LIW
. .
.
.
fhoir norma. r
cracked wheat and com should be scat- crying a little. At night they should for five minutes, then put the vessel claims ot J. F. Miller, twelve miles mixea. iarming ana woum nave no nesi AVYXtV
nentlycure
was
ot
made
Yucca.
east
The
strike
containing
haystraight
food
so
In
the
feed
the
supply
of
given
contemplate
liberal
be
In
advising
a
who
a
tered in a litter. At the same time
all
tatlon
tlpttwa.
mash consisting of 18 parts of corn they will go under the hover with full box, cover and close the lid. The food in a vein six feet wide, and not far making a new home to come to this lions
two
ledge
is
eighty
an
from
feet
that
slowly
can
then
be
left
cooking
thus
meal, 21 parts of wheat bran, four crops.
district. I sell cream to the Govern- them
for hours without any attention, and per cent tungsten.
parts of bone meal, and two parts of
Comfort Is Keynote.
ment Creamery here, and find at all
ioemu,
Copper mining In Yavapai county, times a good markot for Uve stock and lodigettioa. Sick Heaaack. Sallow Skia.
granulated charcoal should be given.
"The keynote to success In raising it will not spoil. The cooking is excel
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.
The charcoal is not a feed but acts as young chicks is comfort. If the chicks lent for porridge; it can be put in for a number of years past the most other produce."
a regulator. The mash should be fed are given sufficient to eat and plenty overnight, and in the morning will be important branch of the mining in
This Is but a modest statement of
Genuine must bear Signature
In shallow troughs that are kept of exercise and are not allowed to be- found beautifully cooked and piping dustry, has of late assumed unpre what a modest man can do In Western
rethey
and
proportions
out
thrive
to
as
come
will
hot
both
chilled
cedented
scrupulously clean. II chicks have a
Canada, and could be repeated ot hunFor all food that takes hours to put ot copper ore and numbor of op dreds of others.
free range, this mash may be kept be turn ample profit for the care given
concook, such as lentils, peas, stews erating properties.
fore them at all times. If, however, them. They must have a properly
Scores of cases could be recited
a deceptive disease
ITTrYNTPV
they are confined to small pens, only structed hover where the beat Is suf- soups, shin of beef, etc., this method
where much more has been accomIVlLrNIi. I Isthousands
have It
Colorado.
what they will clean up In about 20 ficient to warm them quickly If they of cooking should be employed. For
plished, and It Is believed that with TUniTRI
1? and don't know it. It
.vy4J.UlvI yOU want guod resulta
become chilled. All their quarters business girls who have their best
minutes should be given them.
present
planned
tho
Improvements
are
for moderate Investment at
Great
you can make no intctuke by ualng Dr.
"During the first week or ten days It must be kept perfectly dry and clean. meal in the evening, nothing could be the
time, the cattle Industry of Western Kilmer's Bwanip-Roo- t,
the great kldncr
mine In Boulder.
remedy. At druRKtata In nlly cent and
Is best to feed five times a day, after No chick can be comfortable It com
Cripple Creek to date has pro Canada will pay large Interest
Samplo alie bottle by ParBlzea.
dollar
dirty
or
damp
which time three times dally is suffi pelled to remain in
telling you about
duced, in round numbers, $350,000,000
The Minister of Agriculture of Sas cel Post, alaoDr.pamphlet
Kilmer & Co., Ulngham-tocient. As soon as possible whole places."
in gold.
katchewan, In a recent address, ven It Address
N. Y., and enclose tea cent, also
In the Sllverton district the Dawn tured the prediction that the Sas mention this paper.
Day mine is shipping tungsten ore katchewan farmer who developed his
of
CONTROL GAPES IN CHICKENS MARKETING THE DUCKS' EGGS
land along the lines of general stock
to the Tucker mill.
breeding would make much more monreports
vanadium
Tellurido
the
that
Ex
Quotations
Little Danger of Trouble If Youngsters Most Buyers Make No
ey and find a far bigger return for his
NX INSTITUTE
Colorado
industry
in
la
southwestern
cept Early In 8prlng Pure White
Are Kept Off Ground and Out
efforts in ten years' time than the
reviving.
evidently
Egg Preferred.
of Wet.
ANO CURTIS 8T5.
EIGHTEENTH
COR.
man who devoted his energies purely
At Cripple Creek operations have and primarily to grain raising. This
COLO.
DENVER.
been resumed at both the Gold Coin was the coming golden age of oppor Liquor and Drug Addictions
The gapes often cause heavy loss
The demand for duckd eggs at a
In a flock of young chickens. If care good price is limited and not nearly
and Dillon shafts.
tunity for the stockman and it was up cured by a (dentine coune of medication.
is taken to keep the chicks off of the as general as the demund for hens
Prospects are favorable for a flota to tho Saskatchewan man to get In The only place in Colorado where the
eggs
on
ground and to keep them out of the eggs. The quality ot ducks'
tlon mill to be established at the on the ground floor and prepare him- Genuine Keeley Remedie) are admimitered.
Hay-Bowet there need be little danger. Gapes the average market was poor until
Cookery.
Copper Hill properties in the La self tor the coming demand.
W. N. V., DENVER, NO.
are caused by small worms that fasten people began to keep Indian Runner
The close ot the war would undoubt
place
to
the Platas.
themselves to the inside wall of the ducks and to build up a trade In first-cla- easier or cheaper than
For the past two weeks the Con edly see a great demand for live stock
and find
Talk That Isn't Cheap.
eggs. A good demand tor ducks' meat or soup in the hay-bowindpipe. They thus obstruct the pasmill has been grinding out a In Europe and It was only reasonable
Client You have an item in your
sage of the air and cause suffocation. eggs exists about Easter time at It all ready to eat on returning home, tention
grade
from
concentrates
of
the
fine
to suppose that this demand would bill, "Advice. March 8, $5." That wa
The gape Is a parasite in the com- prices usually several cents a dozen and the method will appeal to all busy ores of the Big Giant mine near Sll
be filled almost wholly by the day before I retained you.
mon earthworm. When chicks are per- higher than for hens' eggs, but during mothers and housewives, both as re verton, now being operated by Pete have to
American stockmen, both In Canada
Lawyer I know. Ilut don't, you remitted to run at large and especially the rest ot the year the average price gards cost, efficiency and simplicity
and the United States. Europe was member on the Sth I told you you'd
There 1b no risk of fire, though, ot Orella and associates.
when their runs are on wet ground tor ducks' eggs has been about the
An ore shoot has been entored on slowly draining Its rural districts not better let me lake the case for youT
course, care must be taken to see that
or wet grass they pick up many earth- same as for hens' eggs.
sticking
no
to
sparks
the Le Clair or Mary McKlnney only of Its beet and dairy animals but
are
the
Client Yes.
cither
live
there
worms. When the ground is very wet,
Most buyers make no quotations
put
pans
Lawyer Well, that's tho advice.
which lie parallel and close to was also using the finer breeding anithey
are
of
veins,
bottom
when
the
morneven
or
in
the
as after a rain
for ducks' eggs except early in the In the hay.
each other, and In several of the up mals and the end of the war would
ing after a heavy dew, many of these spring. Since three dunks' eggs weigh
per levels have converged at Cripple 6oo a condition of affair which would
LADIES CAN WEAn BTIOE3
worms come to the surface. The chicks about the same as four hens' eggs.
alia smaller after tiainK Alien a Font
Rice Tuttl Fruttl.
Creek.
The ore is a heavy fluorite render necessary almost the repopula- - One
pick them up and thus introduce the ducks do not appear to be as profita
Kiisu, the autlMuptlc powder for tl.e feet.
f
quartz, carrying calaverite, and with tlon of the domestic animal kingdom Shaken Into ahoes and ued In
One pint whipped cream,
tapeworms into their system.
ble for the production of market eggs cupful white sugar,
makea tlKiit alioea feel
Allen's Foot-Kaf
pint cold the core ot the vein a streak of about in that continent.
easy,
glvea Inatanl relief to rorns and
Some ground that has long been as fowls.
The opportunity of Western (ana- - bunions.and Try
f
figs,
dozen
strong
rice,
boiled
carrying
Sold everywhere,
It
to
today.
ten
inches
twelve
may
become
runs
used tor chicken
A trndo ts being established gradual
For FltKK trial package, Addreaa
package gelatin, one table-- values of from twelve to sixteen Ulan stockmen, therefore, lay in being 10c.
1
badly infested with gapeworms. A ly In some markets for fancy nearby
Roy,
N. T. Adv.
Olmxted,
Allen
8.
prepared
this demand when It
change ot location la advisable. Plow ducks' eggs which bring higher prices spoonful vanilla, one tablespoonful pre. ounces gold, or from $240 to $:!20 to arose, in for
ot
wnicn
view
these
facts
ginger.
ton.
served
the
Snores.
up the old range, grow a crop on it and
must bo patent to every student of
than henB eggs, and the demand
Soak gelatin in little cold water for
"I sleep like a log."
in a year or two It will likely be free seems to be increasing. Pure white
to
as
economic
related
the
conditions
cupful
ten
Heat
minutes.
"With the saw going through it."
New Mexico.
from parásitos. Ohio State Univer eggs are preferred and usually bring
stock Industry, he hopod to see within
with the
of the cream not whipped
sity.
Mining around Raton Is receiving the next three years the stock raising
the highest price. These eggs should sugar and when hot add gelatin and
It's as hard for a young woman to
industry in Saskatchewan given an im- lose a millionaire as it Is for a strong
be marketed frequently, as they de
until dissolved. When cold add a heavi impetus.
UNLIMITED RANGE FOR HENS preciate in quality more rapidly than stir
operation
would
days
of
of
which
Impetus
few
forward,
mense
The first
the rice, flavoring, tigs, ginger and
man to loso an heiress.
hens' eggs, especially In hot weather. cream and mold. The ginger may be the concentration plant at the Car put It In the forefront of the producing
Does Not Necessarily Mean That The market for eggs Hhould be Inves omitted it desired.
lisle property in the Steeple Rock provinces of the Dominion. Advertise
Ten smiles for a nickel. Always buy Red
Fowls Should Be Given Freetigated carefully by those who Intend
district proved the new installation ment.
Cross Hak lllue; have beautiful, clear
dom of Stables and 6heds.
a
success.
to raise breeds ot the egg laying type
white
clothes. Adv.
Ginger Cream,
David may have been right when he
of ducks, such as the Indian Runner.
The receipt of asay reports on
yolks of three eggs, add
Beat
the
An office holder should remember
Unlimited range has Its advantages,
pint of milk, two tablespoonfuls sirup some ore treated In Denver created said in baste that all men were liars.
but if unlimited range means that the WAV Tfl DDCUCWT Pfíft F4TIWR from Dreservod Kinder and one cud-- much excitement at La Luz. The as- - but it Isn't always an easy matter to that one bad term doesn't deserve
mmr
goods.
lw 1 llWi-lW- i
fowls have the privileges of the staCook all together until says showed some or the samples catch them with the
ful sugar.
bles, wagon sheds and roosting on the
m(ttton
h'gh
$1,000
as
a
as
carried
thick. Strain, add one tablespoonful
wheels and machinery, then the un- Provide Low, Covered Nests and Dark gelatin that has been dissolved in a ly In silver.
as Possible Dose of Cayenne
limited range is a nuisance. To give
little cold milk, the whites ot three
The Eclipse mine of the Steeple
Pepper Is Good.
poultry plenty of room does not imply
eggs beaten stiff, and beat all togeth Rock dlRtrlct is tho scene of a prom
go
they
Bhould
where
fowls
that the
er until it begins to thicken, then ising strike, made in the first level.
A good way of preventing
please. A hen has no place in a stable
add four ounces ot preserved ginger. Ore bodies five feet wide, six feet
any
right
cow
any more than a
has
la to provide low, covered nests. It cut in very small pieces.
rraere pay for their land Willi one year'a ero
Put In a
ts also a good idea to have the nests mold to cool and serve with whipped thick and running the whole width of
in a poultryhouse.
ad prosperity was aever so great.
the drift were encountered.
Little by little the droppings accum- as dark as possible. Thin can be done cream.
Ore shipments from Silver City are
ulate during the season until every- by stretching a curtain partly across
Regarding Western Canada as a grain
averaging a tralnload a day, the shipthing is too filthy to handle, and the one corner of the house and having
producer, a prominent business man
Browned Potatoes.
tonnage
corner.
grentest
be
being
more
pers
will
the
the
than
cleaning
of
darkened
in
nests
the
all the
work of
says: "Canada'3 position today is
Mash two cupluls ot cold boiled po
real value of the fowls. Keep poultry Barely enough light should enter for tatoes; add three tablespoonfuls of Empire Zinc Company, the Austin
sounder
than ever. There is more
away from other stock.
the bens to see the nests The nests milk, (our tablespoouiuls ot grated mine and the Colorado Fuol and Iron
more oats, more grain for feed, 20 more cattle than"
wheat,
Chino
Company.
Shipments
of
the
should be covered and so low that the cheese,
f
minced onion, onelast year and more hogs. The war market in Europe needs
and the Burro
GRIT SUPPLY FOR CHICKENS hen barely has room to creep on and half level teaspoonful ot salt and a Copper Company
our surplus. As for thewheatcrop.it is marvelous and a monument of strength
Copper Company also are
off. When unable to stand upright
pepper.
Melt one heaping Mountain
ot
dash
for businessconfidence to build upon, exceeding the most optimistic predictions."
Lime In 8ome Form Must Be Furn-Isha- d in a nest, it Is Impossible for her to teaspoonful ot butter in a frying pan. reaching a record mark.
get at the eggs with Ver beak.
Laying Hen to Encourage
Add the potatoes, cover and brown.
over
Yhoat averaged In
Another method that is often recom- Then turn and brown on the other
Wyoming.
Production of Eggs.
r
In
averaged
1915
Oats
a Side.
mended la to give the
Serve wltu tomato sauce.
Work on two new oil derricks In
Darley averaged in 1
Grit should be supplied to chickens good dose of cayenne pepper. This
Little Buffalo basin has been
the
opening
in
malí
by
making
a
at all times, as it aids digestion. Lime is done
commenced.
Trices are high, markets convenient, excellent land, low in price either im- For Old Pewter Ware.
In some form must be supplied to the the end ot an egg and drawing off
iroved or otherwise, ranging from $12 to f iO per acre. ' Free homestead
To clean pewter, make a stiff paste
Ohio Oil Company expects
the
That
The egg is
laying hen, to keep up her supply, Dart of Its contents.
ands are plentiful and not far from railway lines and convenient to good
soap, to
pumice
powdered
and
stone
of
Oreybull
there
locate a refinery at
schools and churches. The climate is healthful.
which la so heavily drawn upon dur then filled with cayenne pepper, which and add a bit ot sweet oil. Wash the
seems no longer reason for doubt.
left In
mixes with the
ing egg production.
pewter with warm soapsuds, then rub
There le a war taa aa laatf, ar la Ihera mmv eaaeerlptlaa. For complete InforThe Grey bull Oil & Development
Grit can be purchased in commer- the shell. When ready, the egg U it ail over with the paste moistened
mation aa to beat location for arttlrment, reduced railroad rataa aud dejctiptiv iUuatrata4
pauiuiiiat,
poultry
on
thirty-seveeddreae Super umcjkIciu Inmugratiuo. Ottawa, or
the
view
placed
In
full
owns
cial form, or coarse sand and small
with water. Let It stand overnight, Company, which
immediOreyof
south
the
just
of
land
teres
stone will do. Lime can be purchased house floor. The
W. V. BfNNETT, Reese A, Bee BMa., Oa laha, Nefer.
:hen rub oft with a soft cloth. Polish
In the form of oyster shells, though ately pounce upon It, and the coughing
, ith any good silver polish.
Mother's bull river, about a mile and a half
Canadian Cavanunaoi Agent
begun
on
work
Greybutl,
Its
has
'rom
old plaster or dry cracked Iones are and sneeilng that results Is evidence .tagazine.
.
effective.
la
treatment
'ba
that
ground.
good.
fairly
;
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Yr

so modestly? Call him a gambler,
if you like. He doesn't care, lie
tits into the game with the ice
gpecter of the snow plains, of the
neat devil of the arid plac es, with
the name buoyant hope that sus

tains amidst the ordinary vicissi
tudes of this gamble, called Life.

Just at this time the mail order
houses are active in flooding the
country with bijr, handsomely got
.en up catalogs quoting attractive
prices on staple articles, and mak
ing all sorts of big sounding claims
for your cash. They do not of- 'er to exchange their goods for

farmers' eygs, poultry, butte
ir other produce. They don't truit
June 9, 1916
a penny's worth, but make you
pay cash before you pet the goods,
personality i. and the freight besides. It' anyihE believe that
one of the greatest assets o ,hing is wrong with the goods or
any business. A business without they do not suit you, you can't af- the all pervading influence of t .'ord to go to the trouble and ex
strong personality is as dead as an oense of exchanging them in case
other thing without a soul. In n .he house would do so, which i
field is the pesonal touch so nec not likely. They pay no taxes into
essary as in the publishing of i your city and county treasury.J
newspaper, and we have seei with which our schools are mainwhere a strong personality mani lined, roads, bridges and sideZesting itself through the columns walks built. They do not con- of: a. paper has influenced wholt . ribute to our churches, charitnble
sections of the United States. Th .nstitutions, nor to our poor.
good which was accomplished it
LOYALTY WITHOUT WIND
the central western section of tht
country, which has Kansas City foi
True loyalty does not consist oí
& nucleus, by the editor of the Kan
jetting out in public and shout
aas City Star, Col. Nelson, cannot ng to the winds of th glories of
be estimated nor would it havt our country and how we can lick
been possible to have reached si che world with our hands tied bemany people as was done through hind us.
We have a few such "patriots,"
his now famous publication, whicr
is considered one of the twelvi but they have never set the world
best newspapers in the world.
afire and we never expect to see
We desire to make the Libera chem fighting for their country.
not only the mirror of the life ol vVhen bullets are singing and
shells are shrieking such 'patriots'
Lordsburg but t o make i
ire usually found industriously
breathe the composite personality fishing in financial waters far to
che rear.
of Lordsburg's citizenship.
What we need is patriotism that
A story is told of an English
man, who was asked once in the impels a man to love his country
city of London, what he would dc for what it is and for what it has
Jone for himself and for the rest
if he saw a ferocious lion running of
When a man is imat large in the Strand. lie prompt buedmankind.
with
brand of loyalty he
this
ly responded that he would imme
will give even life itself for his
diately write a letter to the Lon country
when the need arises, and
don Times about it.
will have no self plaudits to hurl
Citizens of Lordsburg can bt at his fellow men in glorification
trusted to properly dispose of any of his own acts. He will not diswild animals which they find run pense wind.
nlng at large in our streets, but
We have many just such true patwe would like to have them write riots right in our own midst, but
to ns about any other novel and in they are quietly pursuing their daiteresting experiences which they ly routine, hoping and praying
may have, and which will make in that the government may steer the
teresting reading not only to out ship of state safely through the
people here but to their relatives troublous waters without the loss
and friends in distant parts of the 3Í honor or dignity.
United States. Let us put you in
Today they are simply loyal citiour melting pot, and spread you out zens of the republic. Tomorrow
opon our pages and serve you up they may be heroes who have
with our regular literary garnish fought and died for their country.
menta and trimmings, and we guar
Who knows?
antee to make a most delectable
morsel of you and your accomplish
ments, which is your personality
expressed in deeds. Our paper will
WORDS OF WISDOM
become the soul of Lordsburg
By all means express an opinion,
and our county and not merely sc
but
not by post.
much white paper treated with
whe

-

printer s ink.
If a woman's appearance Is bad her
Many are already planning and reapparance
la much worse.
preparing lor their vacations anc
they will visit the most interesting
Many a social aspirant Is damned
and beautiful cities, resorts and by relations swearing bus become bo
scenic playgrounds in the United prevalent.

Mates.
It may be that they will be en
camped at the feet of the greatest
living things in the world, the
Sequoias, or that they will be
found at the top of Pike's Peal,
or - the Canadian Rockies, bv
the cool spray of the Bridal
Veil Falls, along, the quiet roadt
of the Yellowstone Park, dipping
inio nature s great paint box, the
Grand Canon, gliding over the
swelling bosom of our great rivers,
contemplating the power of Nia
gara, along the board walk at At
lantic uty, watching the great
currents of humanity as they flow
endlessly past Clark and State
steets in Chicago, or the Flati ron
building In New York, on the great
oauieueids where much of our
history has been made, at Inde
pendence Hall in PhiladelDhia.
where the nation was born, in the
couonneids of the South or the
great wheat belts of Kansas, or
the Dakotas, talking to interesting
men ana women oí the age whom
iney win rind traveling up and
down the country, visiting thn in
land seas, our insular possessions.
witnessing the social and natural
volcanes which change the face
of nature or the old order of
things over night; these and a
thousand other things and places
win iorm me ground work for des
criptive letters, which will be ea
gerly read by those who will be de
nied the privilege of seeing these
wonderful marvels, and will give
our home paper a personality
mmcn ii cannot acquire in any
other way.
.The average miner is a born
speculator. He is a party endowed

vitb an

g
and
hope. He is a man who
i willing, yes, eager, to take a
chance. Were he not, he would
not be a miner, says the Engineering World. Did you ever give
thought to the chances the miner
takes while blasting out a trail to
the mineral caches in the adamant
lilis ? To the dangers he faces so
unconcernedly: to the privations
he endures bo uncomplainingly; to
lhe reverses h
an t.v, ;i
phically; to the successes he bears)
ultra-optimis-

m

ever-abidin-

hiri

Women of "a certain age" would do
anything to possess youth, and the
plural of youth, which la youths.

If a woman has anything worth telling, she tells it; and if a woman has
anything worth showing, bhe shows it.
But for the powder on their
noses and the warmth of the fo lingr
they Inspire some fashionable women
would surely perish of cold.
When they are looking at a pretty
woman a husband's aixl wife's points
of view must ba different. He looks
up to ber, and she looks down on her
dare to toll any woman
the world, from the highest to the
lowest, that ho loves her. But It is
a brave man indeed who will till a
woman that he does not love her.
A man will

In

1

OBSERVATIONS

SEE
E. F. Moran & Co.
Mexico

i

I'L'JIPKIN HILL ITEMS
The Pumpkin Hill postmaster
is advertising a public sale for
r.ext Saturday, when the 31 postage stamps carried in stock at
the post office will be turned
over to the lowest bidder in front
of Uill Spook's bed room. We
are told that after that day the
Humpkin Hill post office will quit
handling stamps, as there isnt
enough call for them. Our local
reporter, Pansy Strawberry, who
is also the post mistress and licks
all the outgoing stamps, has kept
an accurate account of all her
licks and says that during the
last year she had the honor pressing the garewell kiss on only 2
stamps and these were bought
by the the horse doctor over at
Dog Hollow, who run out of sticking plaster one day last month,
but still owes the money for them
As our old scout, the postmaster
makes only 2 per cent prolit on
stamps, it will impress the brains
of our Pumpkin Hill people thai
he cannot support a family of
fifteen on a credit sala of twe
stamps a season without putting
himself and family to considerable inconvenience, hence the
motive for the sale. Our people
claim they dont buy more stamps:
because the price is too high, anc
they want to wait until the pne
goes down, but our postmaster
can t live on raw atmosphere and
cold promises and is threatening
to pull up stakes. He is figuring
on starting un a postoffice in
Turnip Ridge if he can realize
enough on the sale of the
stamps to buy a railroad ticket
'
to that place.

'i

CONTRACTORS ARE

Lordsburg, New

O-ozcrc-

Corj.tr act oí o

il

All Kinds of Brick Work, Cement

Walks, Stacco and Plaster Work

PRICES
Will Keep Buty.
your husband going to do
for ox'itf merit, now that the baseball
wnsnn is
"Oh, lm enn iut Ir tho winter fur- r!slii!ii; liguri s to prove that the auto- mobiles which were presented
to
those, two plnyers who were voted to
hnve bren the most useful members
oí their respective teams vere not
Iven to the rlM men."

"What

Id

piul-'d?-

TO SUIT

THE TIMES

KEEP

i

'

j

ICE

AW PLACE

Inducement,
"Aren't the walls of these houses
rather thin?"
"Yon,"
replied tho enterprising
salesman; "they were made that
way on purpose. Only don't Hay anything about it. to the man next door.
lie la an eminent pianist and our con- Ftrueiion etiubles you to hear his!
performances without
mairnillcent
paying a cent."

ABT TfflK

DELIVERED

Lordsburg Power Company
ICE WATER ELECTRICITY

Tender Jimaey and Tenderloin.
"Poor little Jitnsey. After all, he
had to turn down that butcher's daughter an l refuse to wed her. It almost
broke his heart, didn't It?"
"I should say. But Jimsey was honest about it. He told her he knew
he'd never be able to support her In
the style to which she had been

J.

KEPT VERY BUSY

L. ALLEN, Proorietor

Fine Wines, Liquors and Cigars

The Outsider.
Hotel Proprietor (of fashionable
resort) Shall I Introduce you to some
of tho women who are also living

The Newest Place in Town

State University Cannot Secure
Bids for Erection of New
Science Building
here?
KEG BEER ON TAP
Mrs. Parvenu (sadly) No, thank
An interesting index to prosper you. I cannot smoke cigarettes, drink
ity conditions in New Mexico and cocktails, play card3
for money or talk
the southwest is found in the fact politics. I am tot a' lady. Life.
that the New Mexico State Univer
sity is having difficulty in finding
NONE WOULD HAVE HIM.
bidders on its two new science
buildings, the chemistry and phys
Cleaning, Pressing, Altering
ics laboratories, to be built thi
year, at a cost of $80,000. The
work had been advertised for three
1
Work Guaranteed
weeks and bids will be opened on
June 25. J. L. LaDriere, the Albuqerque architect in charge of
Agency
Mine
the bids, has received but six seal
ed propsals so far.
Ordinarily
Main Office, LORDSBURG HOTEL
on a contract of this magnitude
Mulkrkey &, Duncan
there would be fifty to a hundred
bidders.
"The trouble is not with the
work, or the specifications, and the
ccocosoeccocoGeooooooooc ooocooooocooocoocooooooocc
University has the ready money
to pay, said lur. LaDriere in an
J
interview recently. "But the fact
is that every responsible contract
or in the state has all the work on
hand that he can do, and most of
them are tied up in contracts fai
Ho Yes, I have decided never to
It isnt going to do EVERYahead. They simply haven't time marry.
to take on another big job like thi.She Then you have proposed to all
THING
for Lordsburg.
one. There is not an idle contract
the eligible girls in town?
DO
YOUR
SHARE
or in the state."
The new physics laboratory will
At the Step.
TVe BlwayH fel like boosting when
take the place of Hadley Hall, and
5
Painters Painty
A luily In a hobble
will be ready for use during the
I
Gota
on
car;
a
It
us
worries
present year, it is hoped.
Tht
To see her stund and wobble.
chemistry building will not be com
pleted until next year. In addition
Keeping Early Hours.
to the two large buildings, a num
"What makes you so sleepy today,
cottages
ber of
are to built on the old man?"
campus for the use of students who
"1 was up at four this morning."
cannot find accommodation in the
"Come off! You never got up at 4
ftcoooaoGcoacGoooeooQoci09o
aeooeooooooooooooeooooo
dormitories. Albuquerque's high In your life."
"I didn't say I got up. t sold I was
school will contribute 23 freshmen
to the university, out of its gradu- IP."
ating class of 45. One of the small
er Pecos Valley towns has entered
Plenty of Room.
Tyro (who had Just inlawed a sitter)
11 new students.
Indications are
now that the University will have
Wouldn't have bea freshman class of more than 150 lieved siirh a thing posslnlo.

Lordsburg

JSng

-

W5
v.

at 85

Parlors

I

fumy
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Incorporation

-

PAINT UP!
McBLGIlT

i

Though the higher education ol
Women claims few beauties It has its ESTABLISH BANK OF TYKONE
Tyrone, the big Phelps-Dodg- e
osen. The girl who spends her youth
learning philosophy will nlmoit cer Copper camp in the Burro Moun-atins- ,
tainly need It when her youth in spent
14 miles southwest of Silvei
City, is to have a bank. A charter
One Is "privileged" by law to Insult was granted by State Corporation
anyone who is related to you to any Commission this week to the Bank
extent without being liable to bo sued of Tyrone, with a capital stock of
for libel. Ono might almost rh!uli 550,000.
The organizers are all
that some people we know muni have well known Silver City bankers and
married ona another solely for the consist of W. D. Murray, 1C7
sake of this "privilege."
shares, T. L. Lowe,
1C7 shares
and Harry Martin. ICG sharesSNAP SHOTS
This is the eighth bank to be
chartered in New Mexico since the
Every girl worlh having has been first of the year and the second
bank to be established in Grant
kissed Ry other men.
county in the last two months, the
After a while a girl discarda her Union Exchange Bank having been
hook aiul lAje and begins to use a net. chartered several weeks ago.
Who the officers of the new
A woman always is surprised to bank will be has not yet been delearn that tho' shapes of derby hat finitely decided upon.
vary.
BROCK GETS TWELVE
Put a colored man' Into a band uni
ItECRUlTS AT LOKDSBUKG
form and he w3l show you a chest
Capt. A. VV. Brock of the N. M.
expansion of 48 lechea.
N. G. returned to Deming ThursThere are a number of cures for tho day from Lordsburg, where he has
dissatisfied boy, but tho best and been enlisting recruits for service
quickest Is to allow htiu to ruu away with the state miiltia now serving
with a circus.
at Columbus.
Capt. Brock fell
The women appear to be superior highly eluted over his success, havto the men In tbe respect that they ing secured twelve men in the
can eat corn o.l t.'ie cob without get- - Grant County town.
tiZS bjJttfej la I) eir ourm.
-

Old RtHiknr

Well, well, a Btas'fl t
verra queer benstie; there's a deal o
room roond about a stag. Punch.

tier Good Little Boy.
Fond Mother Well, Johnny, yout
first day at school Is over. How do
you think you are going to llko It?
Six Year Did Pine!
two
Meked
"tlds a'ready for callin' ,ne mamma's
Utile darling!
Consistency.
"Wife, take that dimn novel away
from Tonim.
"Then he ll pet up a howl."
"Th'-t.il o him to the picture show
at the corner. Good ill tit today; bandits robblni; a h'mss roach."

Sense cf Toujh.
"I think, sir, that you are sitting o
my hat."
"Is yours a soft or a hard bat?"
"It Is a soft hat, sir."
Then I am not sitting on it."
A Good Guest, i
"Which of those babies Is yours,
Mrs. De Stylo?"
"The one with the pink ribbons, f
think. At least, I'm sure that's ou?
nurse."

In Troubled
"The boas says to
out of his office. It
"What's tho matter

Always The

Of What?
Fine bottled wines, and all classes
of Liquors. A special holiday line of
WHISKEY - WINES & CIGARS
For the Best Keg Beer in town call
at the Clifton Ba Always Excellent

Olifton 33 etr
'

J.

S. BROWN,

Proprietor

S)

THE NEW ELZEIGER.SKKMM,!
PASO. TEXAS

District.
Caters particularly to Mining and Cattlemen and their fnmih'Rn
take that clocli Ladies' dinning room will seat one hundred persons Buffet for men will nat
sixty persons. Eleven private dining rooms for banquets and private dinners
bothers htm."
'
will seat ninety persons.
with It!
"
"It btrikea too often."
THIS IS TEE EICGEST LITTLE HOTEL ON TEE OVERLAND TRAIL

Dcwarc of Ointments for Catarrh STICKERS FOR ALL TURPOSES
Despite the high price of paper
That Contain Mercury
the
Western Liberal has contract-iaa mwonrjT will mrrly drtrnT ttir non
f mU
for irummed stickers at prices
and fimil(tHr dcrmnf ti.t wtol urMtPin wlin
ittrlnff It ttirrmiih tlist nmrotia snirfuct. Hurt, lower than those hefore the war.
rítale urmrnn tiptt
nt'1 fiorpi mi
thf lamiji
Designs for garages, insurance
rt'itnl'lf )hytrtiinn,
hry will fin In t0 f"M to tho
jm, rnn
Mr dirW
from
Hull a latnrrh i'ur. firms, hotels, drug stores, and
Hnnnfrtnrpfl hv F. J. i honp v A ('. Tlr1. O..
line of business using stick-tr- s
n1
Intrnrilly,
rmt.iliii no mfrnrT.
wrung oirpoiiy
pn in wooi tJkcn
ann muconi
be supplied at this office.
can
nTHtpm.
of tlit
In hurlna: Hall a Catarrh
( nr bt aiira you arf t th
rnulntv
It la tkfO
and nimio In Tole 'to. Ohio, tur K. J. tVrite for sample or call and ses
Itaeiiry
Co. Tes tlmonlala fr.
j'esigns. Prices as low as 3000 for
Md by trnftliTB. tMrft, 7V. pr bottle.

Protect Yourself and Family
With Imrarance In

d

American Nat'l Insurance

Tae
S2,

Oí Calreaten,
Addreae etioulrie to Vox

Co.
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REDROCK AUTO
STAGE LINE

Take Ball'

Leaves Lordsburjr Wednesand Saturday morninjrs
i day
with mail. Special attention

at Postoffice.

Pyramid Lodge No.
Y

'

-

Meellnf

R. D. SMTTB.

J.J.

The Kind You Have Always Itonglit, and wlilt-T- i has been
la use for over 30 years, has borne tho Klirnnturo of
and has been made under his per- Boal supervision nince Its In Taney.
Allow no ono to deceive yon In this.
WtuaiVf
All Counterfeits, Imitations and "
" are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infauts and Children Experience against Experiment

Invitee).

0 c,

Ma Losa, U.K. AS.

Jnst-as-go-

Is

lUVllaal.

J.

Ij. Wkli.s, W. M.
G. P. Jeffis, Secretary

WOODMEN CF WORLD
Meets

CAMP Mo. 8
ttiA A 4th Saturda alfet at tfM
K. of P. II ALL
1C. M. Flaher, O. C.

eTry

K. ft. Kernolda Clark

'

The Mfcty number of the New
Mexico Tax Review, issued today,
shows the New Mexico Taxpayers' Association down to serious
work in the perusal of its financial survey of New Mexico, as
shown by the table of contents,
and by the itroductory statement
by President II. J. Hagerman,
which indicates that the Association is entering upon a serious
phase of its work.

Sixty Yc:rs the

cenuihe CASTORIA always

iTiTTrvTVf

MAIM

II. C'tAKK, Secretary

In Use For Over 30 Years
Mads from cretim of tarter

The Kind You Have Always Bought

derived iron? grapes.

2

NO ALUM

Practice in Public Lands and g
8
S Mining Law a Specialty.

HUSBAND RESCUED
St. Elmo Cafe
DESPAIRING WIFE
Prop.
W. M. MEANEY,

After Four Tears of Discouraging

REGULAR

Conditions, Mrs. Bollock Cava

DINNER

Up in Despair.

We give a first class regular
Dinner every day for 35c.
Our regular service is said
by all who try it to be the
best in town.

trial and be

Give us a

convinced.

and

1

Ky.

I could not stand,

At last, my husband got me a botile of
menced taking iC

to Rescue.

dose, I could tell it was helping me.

1

walk two miles without its

letter tiring me, and am doing all my work."
If you are all run down from womanly
Bullock

Mrs.

N. M.

Bertie
suffered
for four troubles, don't give up In despair. Try
writes at follows: "I
years, with womanly troubles, and during Cardul, the woman's tonic. It has helped
this time, 1 could only sit up for a little more than a million women, in Its 50

sold Cardul for years.

In my left side;

He knows what

The doctor was called in, and his treat- it will do. Ask him. He will recom
ment relieved me for a while, but 1 was mend It. Begin taking Cardul today.
soon confined to my bed again.

After

that, nothing seemed to do me any good.

HViSa ñt- - Chitlnuni Mf liria Co.. 1.41m
Advisory DDt.. Chatlamxwa.
Tenn.. for Hvrciol
bonk, ' Home
njKlrioim on yoiit cat and64-pnTreatment far vreneo. aent la alain wrapper.

Je

Mine Machinery
mining,

HOISTS,

milling

and

power machinery at prices that
will surprise you.

test

every machine that
We
and cover it with
shop,
our
leaves
our guarantee.
Write Us For Price
SOUTHWESTERN
115

Durango Street,

WRECKING

CO

El Taso, Texa

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

X

Department or the Interior, U. 8. Land Office
at La Cruce.. N. M.. May 23.
vi,..
i. h.mKv v1v.n that David T. Ttotma
or HachiU. N. M., who on May 18, 1M4. made
humaitead entry No 0668. lor aV4. aecticm
U Tnmn.hin SO H.. HIIII ll W.. N M. P.
Meridian, haa Med notice or Intention to make
final commutation proof, to eatabliah claim to
the land above deecribed, before Geore
U. 8. Corr.mia inner, at Hachita. N.
M., on the 11th day of July. 1UI6.
Claimant name as wttneseeet
Frank Lane. J. M. Wilcox. Jamea R. WoKh-IngtoWUllam Upehaw, all or .Hachlta, N.
M.

June I

i
SO

John L. Burruiide,

YOUNG
You Want

n

From the very first

In an Interesting

from this place,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department or the Interior, U. S. Land Offire
at La Crucen, N. M., May 16, 1916.
Notice is hert'by (riven that Joeeph E. Woot-tiof Lordsburir. N. M.. who, on May 12,
I 'J 13.
maile homestead entry No. 08396, for
; WVj NE',4 Section 28. Townnhip
NWV,
E'j
S.. Hanire 18 W, N. M. r. Muridian, haa
filed notice nf intention to make final three
year proof, to entablUh claima to the land
above dcucrilied, before Fans V. HuhH. U. S.
JommihttioneT.
at IrrdNburir. N M., on the
30th day of June, 1316.
Claimant name as witnoHHca :
W. F. Ritter. Frank Wcldon, B. B. Ownby,
fleo. F. Tyra, all of Lord.bunr, N. M.
John L. liurntiidc, KoirUtcr.
may!6jun3

Cartful, the woman's tonic, and I com-

can now
Catron,

so weak

gave up in despair.

while, and could not walk anywhere at years of continuous success, and should
all. At times, I would have severe pains surely help you, too. Your druggist has

Up-To-Date-C- afe

Lordshurg,

Cam

Husband

I had gotten

to So
greatest help.

You can get a through, complete, college education at the
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY in four years
AT AN ACTUAL NECESSARY COST OF fluSJHl A
Y EAR.
In those four years you will
ship with hundreds of other
in New Mexico; from whom
cial, industrial and political

form acquaintances and friendyoung men from every county
will come the future commerleaders of your home state.

Figure out what that acquaintance will be worth to you.
Where else can you get it, at the same expenditure of time

DOUBLE DAILY SERVICE
"SUNSET LIMITED"
Through tourist sleeper to
Washington, D. C.
No extra charge

SUNSET EXPRESS
SOUTHERN PACIFIC
STEAMERS

(safety))

Ieave New Orleans Wednesdays '.and
Saturdays for New York Fare same'
as all rail, and includes meals ami.
berth on ship.
"

Southern Pacific

State University opens August 22nd

ni id rPHPTJT mlii

w

av
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"

provide
everything
r
i
tor the mason
or for the house
holder who wants
to do his own repair- - "Va... ' f
ins or improving. 'Best
trades of cement, lime,
bricks, plaster, white sand,
HIT,''.r
blocks,
etc. Lowfesticement
Nil
fV
mates. trcmbt services Also
evervthinrr in lumber and all sizes ol
coal. We are asking foryour trade be- ramn wfi know we canfmve entire satis
faction in honest service, price and quality.
r-T-

I.

''

President

ALBÜQUEEQÜE, NEW MEYICO

ft

1

W. F. RITTER, Lordsburg, New Mexico

at

Laa

Cruce;

N. M., May 20. 1916.

Notice ü hereby iriven that John A. Smith,
jf Lordabunr, N. M., who on April 4 1913,
made homestead entry. No. 08162. for N',4
NW', Section 21, Ej NE' Section 20 Town,
ihlp 23 Soulh, Kanire 18 W., N. M. P. Meridian,
lia filed notice of intention to make final three
year proof, to establish claim to the land above
dcschlicd, licfore Faris V. Hush, U. S. ComN. M., on the 7th
missioner, at LordhburK
day of July, 1916.
Claimant name as witnesses :
Ed Khodos, Pat Waites, Frank Weldon, Rob
ert Reynolds, all of !,ordburK, N M.
miiy26jun23
John L. Burnsidc, Register,

WHERE TO
.X

SPEND

Insurance

Real Estate

Hnos tar & Augustine
14 Leading Fire

Insurance Companies

YOUR VACATION

LISTEN TO THE CALL OF
OLD OCEAN, where the joy of living, the charm of health, and thn

IVHffllNjOSANGEIJrjt!

FREE AUTO BUS
MEETS ALL TRAINS

riRIFROOF
a

n lot

I'Sii'i

i.i.
a a

a

naaT

I Lv

tours

IF

--

mm

eoooirrsiot aooHS
ISO WITH BATH

ML

HOICL INDOSSIO mt
V. W. C. A.

womin'

w.

4eo;w.'2'0

5T.NÍ

AR HILL

NORTHERN MOtri CO, WW"!

"cafe

fSANK

lNC0NNECTI0nf

l CRArwON. naa

BATt5100

PfR

DAVW

Nesch's Sanitary Bakery
Nesch's Butter Crust Bread
BKST

ON

KARTII

Kvory

Iiaf

Wrapped

Lordsburg's First Class Bakery

Our auto bus meets all trains, Where (iuality, Service and Satisfaction arc guaranteed. IIeadtaking you to and from the station quarters for everything in the Hakery Line. Special orders for.
without charge. Free garage and Fancy Hakery Goods solicited. Phone ordera delivered.
parking accommodations for your
We Have Use Business, and we Want YCUR
automobiles.
Write for folders, ratés, reserva
Our Guarantee Protects You.
Ordera Solicited
tions.
38
Angeles,
Phone
Los
California
NORTHERN HOTEL CO.,
G. E. llALTOM,íanag:er
Paul Nesch, Proprietor
,

Write for Catalogue and full Iufurmation to

I

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Office

people one could meet, and
ilie huge lobby offers a common
meeting place for congenial people, and by its social pleasures one
forgets the cares and worries of
business back home.

and money and work?

DAVID R. BOYD,

NOTIC E FOR PUBLICATION

pleasures of recreation are all
combined.
Tack your grip and
come to the coast for a few weeks,
during tho hot nummcr months,
tvhere you can enjoy the fine, bracing and invigorating air of the sea
shore. The HOTEL NORTHERN,
of Los Angeles, a new and modern
fireproof building, elegantly furnished, moderately priced, is situated just two blocks from the electric railway station where traius
leave every few minutes for the
many popular seashore resorts surrounding this city, and close to all
the large department stores, theaters, cafes, etc., which make It a
very Ideal place to stay during your
vacation. The guests at the llotej
Northern are amongst tho most

Ml!

A college education will be your

Through Texas with its cotton field
" Sugar
and rice plantations The
Howl"
of IiOiiisiana the Bayou
Teche, home of Evangelin- e- Quaint,
historic New Orlean..
And
through
South -- "Dixie
the
,.
Ijtnd" of song and story.

V

LODGE No. 60
Monday rlg-h-t at o'clock
lelUn brothers invited to attend
S. K. O ass, Noble Grand

Attorney at Law, Wilcox, Arizona

OVER THE
SUNSET ROUTE

V

Hn1i every

I

Land

Shdard

JO Bears the Signature of

1 LYMAN II. HAYS

Through "Story

e,

LOItDSBTJHO

J.

Take Your Vacation

SEE AGENTS

Drops and Koothlnfj Symps. It is pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Kareotlo
oubstanee. Its afro is its guarantee., It destroys Worms
and nllnys Fcverlshncss. For more than thirty years it
has been in constant use for the relief of C'onstlpution,
Flatulency, "Wind Colic, all Teethlnjr Troubles and
Diarrhoea. It reirnlatcs tho 8tomah and Dowels,
assimilates the Food, giving healthy and natural alce;.
The Children's Panacea The mother's Friend

o. c. IE"1.

X- -

Pare-porl-

TAX

REVIEW MAKES SURVEY

"If, from these facts," he says,
'criticism is directed against any
public official, the association can
only deplore the existence of public acts not to the public interest.
The association can have no
friends to protect, no enemies to
punish. No public officer sincerely serving the state can have any
fear of personal harm from its activities or the facts it may
disclose. If disclosures are made
which cause criticism of individual officers, it should always be
borne in mind by such officials
that the fundamental object of
the association is not to tear down,
but to build up, and that its help
and assistance are at the service
of those who sincerely desire to
remedy such defects as are found
to exist in the administration of
our public affairs."

od

is CASTORIA
What
a harmless nnbstitnte. for Castor Oil,
Castoria

4. . A A. M.
be Mrf Tburdy Btbt of
aeh Binmh
Vi.ltln hmliiin

Jrj

NV

$1.

ilU'iVVVVVNVVVvVVv.VVVV'i

23.

Lordslcrg Lodge No. 30.

fl.

for coottlpatlon.

1

tfrj Tue. a

Vlaltlng Brother

IMlla

Children Cry for Fletcher's

piven to passenger service,
to and from Redrock.
SAM TURMAN, Prop.
Leave calls

Family

NEW MEXICO

Out-of-Tow-

n

WESTERN LIBERAL.

Y CE GUEEii

OF LOi'ELY ISLE
III THE PACIFIC

friend In Philadelphia whore hitbarrt.
a doctor, had once viHltcd Pitcairn.
The doctor told mo to come Kant to
Hat tie Creek, Mich., where ho war going, and take a poatRrmluatp course
in nursing there. This I did. I was
enjoying myself seeing the wonders
of America. Everything was strange.
I have stood and looked up at tho big
building
lu Chicago and New York
and wondered If I was dreaming. At
home we live in little thatched
houses, very neat and pretty,
but without stairs. I never saw stairs
until I came to America, and 1 am not
quite used to them after elRht years.
Wants to Go Back.
"After graduating from Itattle Creek
I ramo East with a patient and finally
to New York and Itrl.lseport. where I
have been since. Hut always 1 have
wanted, to get back. Always 1 have
watched for ships that would surely
touch at Pitcairn. In the meantime
my people there hat gone on Much as
they always havo, living thel- - beautiful lives. Tiiere Is. no mon..y lu circulation there, none of the crimes of
the big outside world, no Intoxicants,
and though they raise tobucco no one
smokes.
There is no discussion of
turTrage arguments because women
have always voted. I have seldom
heard from them; It was over a year
tho last time that I waited for a letter
from home, and they waited for a ship
to come and get It. One of the few
letters brought me news of the death
of tho young man to whom I was en
gaged. When the Panama canal was
opened it promised a hliort cut to the
island, with the probability that some
ships would land at my home, and I
determined to go. Hut recently, when
I had made plans, there came a slide
in tho canal and I have been waiting
now for that to bo cleared.
"1 want to get back and begin caring for my own. Though I am not a
physician I know enough about medicine to take care of ordinary cases,
and there Is no law there agalniit my
doing It. 1 have done all sorts of
dental work except gold fillings."
Miss McCoy hopes to help develop
Twenty-eigh- t
her island.
kinds of
fruit are grown there, and she thinks
a canning factory would pay. The
climate Is ideal; she never saw snow
until she reached California. As women vote In her inland there is no reason
why a woman shouldn't be president,
and though she says she isn't going
after the Job, she might not refuse it,
becvuso it would enable her to be of
more service. She is very fond of
music, as are tho Tahltian people,
an-- i
she will carry back with her a
piano. The only other musical Instrument on the island Is an organ, given
to the natives by Queen Victoria many
t ears ago.
Although the young man to whom
che was engaged is dead, and there
are more womn than men on the
island, there ae still eligible young
men there, shg admitted when deny
ing with mef;y eyes that bim was
going to take bock anyone with her.
No one Is allowed to land there and
settle from t.e outsldo world, but she
said she thought that should she take
back a cap' lv(, he would probably be
admitted f,r (he sake of getting her
back wltfc her medical, dental and
nursing k;oylelge.
one-stor- y

Miss Emily McCoy Is Descendant
of Eounty Mutineer Who

Settled Trtere.
FATHER

IS PRESENT RULER

3he Cams to America Eight Year Ago
to Study Medicine and Nursing to
Help Her People Anitlous to
Return Now and Take
Up Her Work.

ionnn

RílZünOñCÍÍS ARE
ALMOST EXTIIJCT

NOTICIAS DEL
ESTADO
De

Civil

War Order Increased

TO

EETTER

STOCK

Mexico.

Ct)lr

s

tatea ÍDepoeitorsr

XTnitod,

s.noo.eee

4 percent, interest paid on Savings Accounts.

Tucumcari va á tener un gran ele-ador de granos.
El nuevo molino de alfalfa de Dcx- r está casi terminado.
ha sido
El nuevo arsenal de
aceptado de forma oficial.
En Roswell se abrió una sala do re
poso para los agrlcultroes.
La música de los "Muchachos" en
Socorro ha sido organizada.
Se está ideando la erección do una
nueva Iglesia M. E. en Columbus.
Un ramo de la Sociedad de la Cruz
Roja ha sido organizado en Callup.
La gente de Roy posee uu total d
eintlsels tractores que están en uso
ahora.
Chester Judd de Maxwell, tuvo el
cráneo machucado en una querella
en Rutón.
La estructura está montada ya en
Dayton para una nueva fábrica a
conservas.
Scout" en
La recluta do "Boy
Belén está aumentando sus miembros
con buen éxito.
TreB casas de vivienda fueron sa
queadas por los ladrones fu una
noche en Ratón.
Un capitulo do estado del Congreso
Americano de Minas ha sido organizado en Silver City.
La excavación para petróleo en la
propiedad de Anderson, cerca de Columbus, está en curso.
Se estima que se cultivará esta es
tación 10,000 acres de algodón en loa
condados de Chaves y Eddy.
Magdalena y Tucumcari lian envía- o contingentes ai campamento ue iu
guardia de estado en Columbus.
Se están madurando los planes
para una celebración granaiosa aei
cuatro de Julio en Silver City.
Se han empezado los trabajos en
la construcción de un grande y hernioso camino entro Deming y Colum

Cormspondenoe it inrlted

Assets

ng

Generations of Continuous Inbreeding and Foraging for Food Caused
Original Thoroughbreds to Revert to Wild State.

WAI TF M. Ill Tl.hll. Awl.
Q. X. MOt'KK AHI.
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capí tai, ano unri.ui
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First National Bank

Interés para toda la gents
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inal Droves of Wild Hogs
in Ozarks.
YIELD

KArni.tw,rrMii!i
li i,

THK- -

de Nuevo Mexico.

Orig-

s.

lArt. Oil A H M
W. L. XOOi.K V,

t rom

thnna

who

onntrapUte otmn

accounts lo Kl .Patto.

loittnl or additional

$6,000,000

Deposits made by mall are promptly acknowledged.

SCO

ITS

RAGE

Kansas City, Mo. From BO to 75
years ago the Ozarks were sparsely
settled. People did not raise hogs,
but let them raise themselves. When
the larder was empty. Instead of got
ing to the
pigpen and killTrt(lgeiort. Conn Mis Kmily
ing a family pet that was sleek and
a grailuitte nurao Iiv!ni here, lias
fat, they took, down the gun and went
mnouuoert li her friend tliat afti-forth In the forest to stalk and slay
üglit years' htudy and tenderly ra.-lan anima! with the body of a sun-fisI
was
lllnoas,
she
strangers
tlmlr
tor
and the head of an anteater.
i;oing home to her own people, the
It Is thickly covered with bristles,
inhabitants of Pitcairn Inland, far off
A Full And Complete Line of Accessories
these along the vertebrae being little
m the Tacillc.
la
of
spines.
It
In
short
twenty-lighother words.
t
Mina McCoy looka to lio
At All Times
tho razorbsck hog of the Ozarks,
or thirty, though alie uiillnsly
grown and thor
which,
fully
when
t
this,
tpatify
to
has
as
to
rfuHa
oughly aroused. Is about as formidable
skin
black hair, Hoft
In a fight as his prototype, the wild
i hat sugver.ts
auuulor sklus than Conboar of Russia, lie is the descendant
necticut's, kindly hazel eyes and a
of the few real hogs that were brought
Daily Stage Line Between Lordsburg, Tyrone
l.lniiaant round face denoting serlous-ueInto the country by the earliest setShe is large
nnd intelligence.
tlers and turned out to shift for themAnd Silver City. Save Time And Money
ind competent looking, the kind of
selves.
patient
woman that a nerve-rackeA dozen generations of continuous
likes to aee enter the sickroom. To
inbreeding and predatory foraging fot
ttrldgoport she has been known as a
wild food will cause any thoroughbred
mint, retiring, ministering angel In
WVWWVWWWiWWWWV WVH" wv wwvwvwwX
hog to revert to what the razorback
times of distress in prominent famireally is, a wild hog.
ne".
Make Your Headquarters at the
The Civil war was the cause of large
When her friends inquired wliero
accessions to the numbers of razor-back- s
tn;r home was and who her people
until, a dozen years later, they
were, the romance of the .South seas
ranged the country In great droves.
ame out. though a few of them had
Under order No. 11 the farm'lands
known it all along.
of the four best counties on the westA "Princess. Royal."
ern border of Missouri were depopuMiss McCoy Is the daughter of
' King" J. 11. Alcfoy, president of tiny
lated in 15 days. Very few of these
people were able to take their hogs
I'ltcairn island, which la two and a
with them. As the winter storms of
naif miles long a lot of land in the
a couple of months later came down on
Tacillc ocean, little known
them from the north the pigs would
ven to mariners bocause of Its great
naturally drift ahead of the weather, bus.
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JAKES J. IÍILL IS DEAD BRITISH CLAIÜ
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EMPIRE

BUILDER DIED AT 78 IN
ST. PAUL HOME.
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BRITISH FLEET MEETS CRUSH.
ING DEFEAT IN WORLD'S
GREATEST SEA FIGHT.

of Railroad Magnate Was the
History of the Development' of
Six Western States.

Life

rn

DECLARE TEUTONS LOST EIGHTEEN WAR 8HIPS
BATTLE IN NORTH SEA.

Western Nfwnpaper Union Ncwi Pcrvlca.

CLASH Ifl THE It ORTH SEA
20

AND

ENGLISH

13

VESSELS DESTROYED

GERMAN
AND

MANY DISABLED.

SL Taul, Minn., May 31. James J.
Hill, railroad builder, capitalist and HALT FRENCH AT YPRES
most widely known figure of the
Northwest, died at his Summit ave
nue residence Monday morning as the GERMAN TROOPS ROUTED BY THE
result of an infection due to bowel
CANADIANS WITH BAYONET8
trouble.
TRENCH LINE.
ON TWO-MILMr. Hill was unconscious for near
ly two hours before he died. Dr. German M. Biggs and Dr. Stanley Sea-getogether with members of the WftBtern Newspaper Union News Servir.
London, June 6. The British adimmediate Hill family, were at the
miralty issued a statement saying
bedside when the end came.
Saturday Mr. Hill became much there was the strongest grounds for
worse and Dr. Mayo, with his brother, the belief that the British navy In
Charles, again rushed to St. Paul on the battle with the Germans off Juta special tro In. An operation was land May 31 had accounted for a toperformed Saturday afternoon, a car- tal of eighteen German
to add to
buncle on the posterior of Mr Hill's and that there was nothing
'
thigh being drained. After the opera- or subtract from the original antion it was stated that it had been nouncement of British losses.
The statement gave the German
critical and the patient's condition
was grave on account of his advanced losses as two battleships, two dreadnought battle cruisers, four light
age.
cruisers,
nine torpedo boat destroyers
The family statement made Monday
and a submarine.
was as follows:
It is feared that the loss of life will
' Mr. Hill passed away very peacemen. The
fully after several hours of uncon- exceed 6,000 officers and
loss must have been almost
German
sciousness. All members of the Im- as great as
that of the British.
r,

Wffftern Newspaper Union Nrwi Srrvlce.

BRITISH

LOSSES

Warsplte (sunk, Berlin report)
27,r00 tons; eiht
75(1.
Kuna,
Quern Mary (Hunk) Battle cruiser, 27,000 tona; eight 13.6-lgum,
crew 960.
( a u n k )
Rattle
cruiser, lH,7r.0 tona, elaht
an'l
sixteen
(runa, crew 950.
Invincible (sunk) Battle cruiser,
17.250 tona, eight
and alxteen
pruna, crew 731.
(aunk) Armored cruiser,
14,000 tuna, four
anil ten
Dreadnought.

12-t-

12-l-

'

7.4-k-

guns, crew 755.
Black Prince (aunk) Armored
erutaer, 13,650 tona, six
and
four 7.6-l(tuna, 704 men.
Warrior (abandoned. In sinking
Condition) Armored cruiser, 13,550
tuna, six
and four 7.5-tguns.
Marlhorousrh (atrurk by torpedo,
Berlin report) Dreadnought, 25,000
tons, ten 13
guns.
Twelve torpedo boat destroyers
Sunk, according to Berlin estimate.
(Kniílanrt admita loaa of eluht.)
One Brltttfti submarine sunk, Berlin report.
9.2-i-

1.2-l-

n.

n.

j

GERMAN LOSSES

(sunk)

Pommern
type, 13,000 tona, four
guna; crew 729.
and fourteen
Derfflinger or I,utaow
Battle
crulaer blown up, Brltlah report.
Wleabadnn (aunk) small cruiser.
Frauenlob (mlHHliiR)
I'rotected
nuns.
crulaer, 2,715 tona, ten
torpedo boat deatroyers sunk,
iix
according; to Brltlah report.
Two battle cruisers seriously damaged or disabled.
Brltlah reporta add to this Hat of
ships sunk two drendnoushta of the
Kalaer claaa carrying; 1,088 men
each, and one German submarine.
6.7-l-

11-l-

n.

4.1-l-

Berlin, June 3. Germany's high sea
fleet met the main part of the British
fleet In battle in the northeastern
section of the North sea on May 31.
Ia the heavy engagement which followed the German fleet, according to
a report Issued by the German admiralty, sank the British battleship
Warsplte, the British battle cruisers
Queen Mary and Indefatigable, two
armored cruisers and a large number
of warships of smaller tonnage. Several other British battleships are reported damaged. Including the battleship Marlborough.
The German losses are announced
ae the battleship Pommern, the .cruiser Wiesbaden, the protected cruhier
Frauenlob and several torpedo boats.
An army order was Issued Friday
commanding that flags be raised
throughout the city and a holiday declared In the schools In celebration
of the German naval victory.
Admiral Hebbinghaus, director of
the admiralty, told the Reichstag Friday that the British torpedo boat
loases were greater than bad first
been reported. At least three of the
destroyer flotilla flagships, said Admiral Hebbinghaus, and nine or ten
other destroyers had been sunk. Of
these, the battleship Westfalen alone
sank six.
The German battleship Pommern
was sunk by a torpedo, the admiral
continued, and the Wiesbaden by artillery. The Frauenlob was last seen
by a German destroyer in a night encounter, with a heavy list, and the admiralty said It was assumed she had
been sunk.
;

London, June 3. Great Britain and
Germany again have met in battle at
sea, and Germany, apparently, bo far
as the details have been made known,
was the victor. At the bottom of the
North sea, off the west coast of northern Denmark, lie at least three British battle cruisers, three cruisers and
eight torpedo boats, and the German
battleship Pommern and two small
German cruisers and a number of
German torpedo craft.
Great Britain admits the loss of battle cruisers and cruisers with a tonnage of 114,810, represented by the
battle cruisers Queen Mary, Indefatigable and Invincible and the cruisers
Defense, Black Prince and Warrior.
Germany's losses. In addition to the
Pommern, were the Wiesbaden and
Frauenlob, both the latter small
cruisers, and several torpedo boats.
The Germans claim in addition to
the admitted losses of Great Britain
that the British warship Warsplte, of
the largest type in the British navy,
was sunk, that the battleship Marlborough was hit by a torpedo, and
that two cruisers of a Chilles type
(the Warrior Is of this class) and one
submarine were sent to the bottom.
The British admiralty adds to two
dreadnoughts of the Kaiser class,
vessels of 24,70 tons, destroyed, the
blowing up of one battle cruiser, the
damaging of two other vessels of this
class and the ramming and sinking
nf a German submarine.
Picking Its way from its base in
the Kiel canal, the German high sea
fleet on Wednesday afternoon entered
the North sea, and off the coast of
Jutland engaged the British fleet
throughout the afternoon and night
In what was probably the greatest
naval battle in the world's history.

men-of-wa-

mediate family were present except
one daughter, Mrs. Anson Beard, who
will arrive tonight, and one grandson,
James N. B. Hill, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel Hill, who will arrive from
Cambridge Tuesday.
"Vicar General Gibbons attended
Mr. Hill during his last hours, and
will officiate at the funeral services
at the house and also at the grave.
The public services will be at the residence, 240 Summit avenue, at 2 p. m.
Wednesday. Interment will be In private at North Oaks, where a family
mausoleum or memorial chapel will
probably be built.
"Because of the simplicity which
the family know would be the desire
of Mr. Hill, the request is made that
no flowers or floral offerings be sent
to the house. Tuesday, at 2 p. m., at
the residence, an opportunity will bo
given the veteran employés of the
Great Northern Railway Company to
pay their respects and take a last
farewell of their old employer.
"The active pallbearers will be M.
R. Brown, Ralph Budu. Charles W.
Gordon, J. M. Gruber, P. L. Howe, W.
P. Kenney, Charles Maitland, George
A.
MacPnerson,' Theodore Schultz
and J. J. Toomey. '
Mr. Hill was born In Rockwood, a
Canadian hamlet, Sept. 16, 1838. His
father and mother had emigrated
from Ireland with their parents years
before: took out a Canadian "claim"
and settled on a farm. For a time
Hill's father kept a small tavern.
When the future magnate was 14
years old his father died. James then
qnit school and bocame a clerk In a
village store.
Mr. Hill married Miss Mary Mehe-gan- ,
a young and comely Irish lass,
who served at the hotel where Hill
boarded.
James J. Hill discovered the "bread
basket of the world" in the great
Northwest; he led In Its development
from a wilderness Into what now
comprises six wealthy states dotteo
with 400,000 farms; and he blazed a
trail for transportation which reached
eventually from Buffalo to Asia, with
a total mileage of rail and steamship
facilities that would nearly girdle the
earth.
Mr. Hill's wealth is estimated all
the way from $100,000,000 to $500,000,-X0.- He was probably worth between
$200,000,000 and $250,000,000.
Hill had nine children, six girls and
three boys. The eldest son, Louis
Warren Hill, who has succeeded to a
large portion of his father's responsibilities, married a trained nurse in
Minnesota. The Hills have never gone
In for social affairs, and although
their residence in St. Paul cost over
$750,000,
and they possess several
country places, they have lived simply and quietly

i

The Canadian troops and
the Germans have been battling
fiercely on the Ypres salient. The
German guns opened up several days
ago, deluging the Canadian positions
and the surrounding territory with
shells. Then the German infantry advanced along an extended front of almost two miles, capturing trenches. In
in which
a scries of counter-attack- s
bombs and bayonets played an Important part the Canadians regained most
of the lost ground and have reorganized their positions.
The region of Vaux and Damloup,
northeast of Verdun, has been tho
scene of further futile attempts of tho
Germans to pierce the French lines.
All the attacks were set to naught by
the French fire except a night attack
between Damloup and Fort Vaux,
where the Germans obtained a foothold in French trenches. From these,
however, they were Immediately driven out by a counter attack.
The German drive on the Verdun
front between the Callette wood and
Damloup, northeast of the fortress, '.A
progressing favorably for the attacking forces, the German war office announced. The capture of more than
G00 prisoners and four machine gun
was reported.
West of the MeuBe a French attack
near Hill 304 was repulsed. Attempts
by the British to regain the ground
they recently lost to the Germans
near Ypres on the Flanders front
were fruitless, Berlin reports.
London.
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3'
'. 71'Iioran
of the man who for two generations Root
lió
has been a dominant personality It, Sherman
tho financial community was received Progressives to Indorse Roosevelt.
in Wall street with many expressions
Chicago, June 5. The Progressive
of sorrow und a feeling of almost percommittee will meet today
national
sonal loss, for James J. Hill had not
arrangements for the
only ninny Intimate friends among to make final
the Auditorium
foremost financiers, but was a fa- party's7. convention in
The plan suggested by Goo.
June
miliar and popular figure with Wuli ,W.
Perkins that the Progressive constreet workers.
vention
Indorse Roosevelt and delay
In
finanwas
Hill
Mr.
the
famous
any nominations until after
making
cial community for bis quaint humor
Republicans have taken action
and his conservative, though outimls the
among Progressive leadtie views of general conditions found favor
was considered probthroughout the country, which were ers here and it arrangement
will bu
such an
almost Invariably sought every time able
made.
he visited "the street."
Democrats Pick Senator James.
Archbishop John Ireland said: "A
Washington.'
Senator James for
great man has gone from earthly
life. Not only a man of rarest talent permanent chairman of the Demoof mind, a genius such as la seldom cratic national convention and Senato be seen amid the moving scenes of tor Stone for chairman of the plathumanity, but also one who has put form committee is the slate virtually
his wondrous talent to the service of agreed upon Saturday by President
fellow men, whose whole career was Wilson and his political advisers. Senmarked with strict Integrity anr ator Pomerene of Ohio had been unhighest sense of honor. This much der consideration but it seems certain
too, I mast say In simplest truth, thai that Senator James will be named.
he loved and respected religion and President Wilson already has begun
held the Christian faith to be the su- work on a draft of the platform for
preme pilnclple of human righteous the convention and tt will be taken
west by Senator Stone.
nene and human life."
'
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PINK EYE
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Disiasr;

Cures the alck and acta aa a preventative for others
At Thirty Cents.
I.lrjuld Kiven on the tonKiie. Bate for brood mum
anil
The local policeman may have
all others. Beat kidney remedy. 50 cents u buttle, 15 a
dnxen. Sold by all druKKlala and turf .,nda hnuara or went,
weighed 300 pounds; It is even conexprena paid, tiy the manufacturers. Booklet, "Diatcm-pe- r.
ceivable that he weighed sn additional
Cause and Cure," free.
60. He stood on the village square,
8POH1V MEDICAL CO.. Chemlata. Gmfara. Ib4 V. H. A.
motioned the trafile in various direcA Mistake.
JAM
BLACK SNAKE HUGGED
tions. With a backward wave of his
General Funston was talking to a
palm he bade the New York man in
the limousine pass before him. But correspondent about the Mexican situ- Woman, Annoyed by Reptile's Partiality, Writes "Finis" With
the driver did not understand; he ation.
cam"I don't believe In swivel-chai- r
an Ax.
stopped his car.
"Go around! Go around!" shouted paigning," he said. "Discretion will be
Signs
generals
to
field.
in
left
the
the
Going to a cupboard Mrs. Kllu Northe keeper of order.
"Haven't got enough gasoline," re- that look hopeful to the man back ton of Oliver, Pa., saw what lie bemay
prove
lieved to be a piece of rtipe, wound
plied the New York man, as he home In the swivel chair
the reverse In tho Held Itself.
about a crock of Jam, but doner Indashed forward.
"Its like the creditor who rang and vestigation proved It to be. a large
asked If Mr. Spender was at home.
blacksnake. Now Mrs. Norton is not
Good Old Circus Band.
"'Yes. sir, walk right In, Blr,' said particularly frightened of snakti", but
In the American Magazine Is a story
cordially.
footman,
Spender
'Mr.
the
Blio does object to their taking liberby Henry Wallace Phillips In which
is at home, sir.'
".
ties with her Jam closet.
be says: "You take a circus band;
'"Thank goodness,' said the credax from
Procuring a double-bittethey don't go piking along one, two, itor.
'I'm going to see my money at the wood pilo. Bhe carved the word
three every man with his little last.'
"Finis " deeply In the anatomy of the
note, right there, like a
" "Oh. don't make that mistake, sir, reptile. It proved to be one ' of the
steam engine. No, sir! The circus said the footman.
'If Mr. Spender
measured five
band is there to make a Joyful noise, had any money he wouldn't be at bluo racer species' and
s "
feet.
and it does It. If one feller happens home.' "
to be a trifle late or early with his
contribution, nobody looks scornful at
Proved Her Claim.
Not Entertaining 'Em.
him.
He's a good feller,, just the
"That new girl said she was nn ex
"I can't find any old clothes to put perienced waitress, but
had lo let
same, so long as his wind holds out."
on the scarecrow." said Farmer
her go."
'

'

'

gold-darne-

'

1

Corn-tosse-

l.

"You might use tome of the fancy
duds our boy Josh brought home from
college," suggested his wife.
"I'm only tryin' to scare the crows;
not to make 'em laugh themselves to

"Why?"

"Tho first dinner party I (rave she
started right in Joshing the men at the

table."

When the mother of a small boy
calls hlra to dinner he never replloe.
"Walt till I get some of this dirt olT
A woman Is never satisfied until she my hands!"
can do things two different ways.
When a man quarrels with his wife
Tho worst examples a small boy he seldom gets a chance to say
over encounters are In his arithmetic.

death.
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Breakfast
fit
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What is Castoria

Serve

...

'
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TO LEAD.

292 Knox
20"; Brumbaugh
17." Kord

rati

rim, rrii.rrsT.
aul

Jim?"

romo arms

super-cream-

For a

Hughes
Weeks

Iran

PVtr Jmn vf innurrnptd
"I see that trust magnate lias bought urrtfci of Qiitrhlv.
j ir. Himea Hptu-i- t
Míiei mm
The Soap to cleanse and purify, the a farm out In the country."
Uxtkntf rRMji. I.jmjtt 'J h ai. HtrrrtM r uta. 1K.
U.
M.
Hwl
tuMI'AM,
kU.SK
luk,
Ointment to soothe and heal. These
"What do you suppose he is going
emollients do much to to raise?"
men
are born liars, and the
Some
keep the skin clear, fresh and youthful,
"Prices, probably."
rest speak the truth occasionally.
as well a to koep the hair in a live,
healthy condition and tho hands soft
and white.
FVee sample each by mail with Rook.
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept. L,
Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.
ASTORIA is ft haxmlcM cubatituta for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drop
and Soothing Syrapa. It la Pleasant. It Con taina neither Opium,
Before marriage a man considers
Morphine nor other Karcotio substance. Ita age ia ita guarantee It
his best girl a little dear; after marWorm and allays FeTeriahnew.
destroy!
It curca Diarrhooa and Wind
riage he Is apt to consider her exColic It relieve Teething Troubles, cure Constipation and Flatulency. It
travagant.
assimilates tho Food, regulates the Stomach and Dowels, giving healthy and
natural sleep. The children's Panacea The Mother's Friend.
B happy. Use Red Croas I!(j Blue;
The Kind You Bave Always Bought, and which has been in nee for over
much better thnn liquid blue. Delight
SO years, has born the signature of Chas. IL Fletcher, and has been mndo under
the laundress. All grocers. Adv.
his personal supervision since it infancy. Allow no one to deceive juwi n tliia.
AH Counterfeits, Imitations and "Just-os-gooare but ExperinirM that
'Pleasing Mother,
tritle with and endanger the health f Infants and
"Will you dance this dance with
Children Experience against Experiment.
me?"
Hen nine Castoria always bears the signature of
JíccÁ4t4
"Mother has forbidden me to dance
with you."
"But she is out of the room."
"So it wouldn't be any tun. When
pOHív for
rvta
she comes back I'll give you a dance."

Practical Philanthropy.
"Can't you help me a little, mister?"
Statement of Votes Claimed for Dif- whined the measly mendicant "I'm
trying to raise the price of a ticket to
ferent Candidates on First Ballot.
Woppykasook.
I've got a brother-in-laC.
organChicago, June
Republican
"
and
there,
ization leaders asserted Monday that
of
for your unconsideration
"Out
Charles E. Hughes would get more
fortunate relative," replied J. Fuller
votes on the first ballot for the presi- O'nnm,
will not give you a cent.
dential nomination than any of his Judge. "I
They estimate
his
competitors.
strength on the Initial ballot at beright when it forms a
Mope Is
tween 175 and 225. Tho organization partnership allwith huBtle.
forces estimate Roosevelt's first ballot
strength at less than 150, but say hit
vote will grow when the favorite son
candidates begin to drop out of the
race. This situation. It Is said, may
lead to a temporary combination beTip-Totween the organization and friends ol
Roosevelt to fight Hughes in the
early hours of the voting.
What will happen after the first
few ballots are taken and the favorite
son candidates begin quilting the
race nobody seems able to predict al
this time.
Following is a statement of the
number of votes claimed by the man
agers of the different condidutes on
the first ballot:
EXPECT

"What
easy mark

"ny

By Keeping
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Toasties

J-:-

Here's the why:

The New Toasties have a delicate, true corn flavour
matched by any other corn flakes.

un-

Trial proves.

They are the meat of choicest white Indian Com first cooked
and seasoned, then rolled into thin wisps and toasted by quick, intense rotary heat. This new patented process of making raises distinguishing little bubbles on each flake, and brings out their wonderful new flavour.

New Post Toasties
the Nev Breakfast Delight
Your grocer has them now.

k

I STAR

SHOP

BARSER

PARLOR

t

Felix Jones, prop.
HATIH. I.AI'NDHV

THEATRE

AtlKNCV

World Features

Í

1
Noil dMir lo Ptntofllc
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LOCAL & PERSONAL

now phowinjr

fí

Thursday Nights
Hig Universal Program
Friday and Saturday Nights

R. L. WRIGHT

Plenty of Fun. Thrills
Knterta i n men t

and
Elacksmiíh, Whcel-wrigl- it
Spring and axe! Welding
Wood Working
Horseshoing.

U WW VVVW. WWV

"Ml

For Our Kcgular Show
Remember t!ie Price, 5 and 10c

OF R. R. TRACK

NORTH

W V WV5

fare

One PlocK'anfl

A

2

15 and 25c

Thursday,

PRICES:

THE GIRL AND THE GAME
AND TWO 01 HER REELS

Collar1'

EVERY

NIGHT

TUESDAY

SURPRISE GROCERY
LOCATION

NEW

Vegetables and
Fresh Meats.
Groceries. PROMPT Deliveries
Phone No. 6 - 2 Kings
-

The Lordsburg Dairy

&

Now at Sheakspeare Camp
Promp Deliveries to Lordsburg
and 85 Mine.

nn Pni

ALLEN & LINES, Prop.
iir t

t

i

FIRST"

"SANITATION

Store North of S. P. Tracks
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Notice of Change of Brand
nniirtpn "
P.n Amntinnn iiÜUUUl
j
iui AUiui iiau
This is to notify stock raisers
K.I. plHIl, TKXl
g
that hereafter the increase oí
the cattle of Esby R. Wright will
be branded with the following
brand:
E U on left rib
Instead of the old brands UL
Y
and N
Signed- Esby R. Wright.
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APPRECIATED
'
CANDIES"

.

'AT

OUR

STORE

High class tailoring, cleaning, pressing and altering. Ladies ana Gentle-men- s
suits made at home from $18.00
to $40.00.
See M. P. Farrer, the

JJ

tailor.

T

W sell so many of, these
famously food chocolates that
we can always upply any of the
'.

'

These ere the kind you see
advertised in '
thc Saturday Evehino Post
and are What Sho

Want!

THE MINT CLUB
HARRY FARRIOR
"PEOPEIETOa

it

s

t;For
S

H 1
X2C

Boring Thin Glass.
Everybody
wbo him tiled understands how dilTicult It is to bore a bole
In a strip of thin glass. The following
method Is said to be very successful:
Press a cake of wet clay tipyn the
glass and then make n hole through
the clay of the desired size, laying
bare the glass at the bottom of the
hole. Then pour melfed lend Into the
hole, and It will drop through the
jlnss. making n round aperture. The
explanation Is that the sudden application of heat cracks the glass In a
circle corresponding In size with the
hole In the clay. New York Trlbuue.
Military Reservists.
foreign nation In time of war
cannot compel Its subjects, living at
Hie time in another country, to return
It can call upon
for military duty.
them to return, but In the event of
their refusing to do so It would be helpless in the case. A foreign natlou, for
Instance, could not forcibly seize its
subjects living In this country and
take them out. nor could this country
force such subjects to depart. New
York American.
A

Killing Off the Race.
From the Christian era till the present time as statists and historians tell
ns, there have been less than 240 war-les- s
years. Up to the middle of the
nineteenth century It was roughly computed that nearly 7,000,000.000 men had
died In battle since the beginning of recorded history, a number equal to almost five times the present estimated
population of the globe. Christian

Herald.
Mean Brute.
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Any Place
Day or Night
ImxdmWé Rate
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"85" Meat Market
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CASTO RIA
For Infants and Children

hig nature of

30 Years
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FRESH MEATS
X I'minnl l)ullvrU' mailo In Lurriiiliiirir
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U. L. SWINK, Owner

Always bears

:-

13 AND ENDING

JUNE

COMMENCING

New Mexico

-:

17

JUNE

THE LARGEST

SHOW
OF ITS KIND

EVER

ENTERING-YOU-

R

CITY

UNDER AUSPICES OF

LORDSBURG

BRASS

BAND

Lordsburg Bakery
ALEX SCHNEIDER, Proprietor
We will make all kinds of Bread, Cakes and Pies
Also take special orders of anykind in the way of
Bakery Goods.
If you dont see what you want ask for it and we
will see that you get it.
Our bakery is open for inspection at all times.
We will be glad to receive visitors.

I
1
fe)
(?)
(e)

$

1
(?)
C)

fe)

I

Opened For Business Monday June 12
(e)

ear

61
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any business man
ASE OVER
HIS HEAD.

in town whether he has a CHECK BOOK
CERTAINLY he has. He couldn't o business and he couldn't live at home unless he had. More and more
these days the AVERAGE MAN is PROTECTING his FAMILY BENEATH the COVERS of a BANE BOOK
Of course you want to
elect a RELIABLE INSTITUTION where SERVICE is PERSONAL.

LET US PUT A COVER ON YOUR HOME.
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cigarette
with
Prince Albert for
packing"!
t. J. REYNOLDS
wiama-aale-

THE

TOBACCO CO
N. C,

This ft tht revena
me ol ike U4y
red Un

a

a Savings Account

Open

You can go "back east" and enjoy the benefit of an exhilirat-in- g
ocean voyape at the same
time by using Southern Pacific
Steamers between New Orleans

Prince

tldr

tneasane-to-yo-

Onltarevarmtrie Vnu'll
read: "Procesa Patented

Illtu tlttU lOnl

and New York.

Tk..

that tha llnitH Uta. r&n...- ment hat granted a patent on
procesa by which Prince Albert the
ia
made. And by which fontfue bitm mad
parch are euf out Every-sr- e
tobacco la told you'll find
Mnce Albert awaiting you
intoppy red baga, 5c: tidy
ed tine, lite; handsome
pound and
tin humidors and In
that clever crystal
glaes humidor, with
sponge - moi atener
top, that keeps the
a ceo In such
ne conditional way I

if

ESLÜW

IS A SEA TRIP

red
fact, ver? Frlnc
Albert packaga, hat

ral

Now

THE IDEAL
VACATION

1

In Use For Over

Lordsburg

C

At

i

JIMMIE'S
AUTO SERVICE

"

THEIR ATTRACATIONS

For 5 Days on the Streets of

FOR RENT Furnished Room
More helpful than all wisdom Is one
Bath and all conveniences.
See draft
of simple human pity that will
G. P. Jeffus.
not forsake us. Eliot

-

J,

far

AND ALL

Sin

v

"A woman can't be In two places at
the same time!" snapped Mrs. Gabb
during the usual morning fuss.
"I notice that you can be In and out
of the house at the same time when
some female that you don't want to see
happens to call," replied Mr. Gabb.
Cincinnati Enquirer.

!

WV W V WW WW WV WW

Tnnrinn

rent Comniercial

"Well." said Tom, "they're here."
National Monthly.

u

LU&BSBJBQ, MEW MEXICO
FOR 8VLE

Overland

TIIK

A

L, R. JONES, Ageut

i

Ccmins:!!

them?"

You' ve heard many" an earful ahnnt tht- Tn'nAVv a
MUi i
. i
patented process
that cuts nn hit. anH non-vpt-yuu
icia
aim
smoke your fill without a comeback State j..UA
u
n, t,oi,
kCUUk lull V'iai
ii puvca uui eveiy nour or tne day.
Prince Albert has always been sold
without coupons or premiums.
We
preler to give quality I
There's sport smokine a DiDe or rnllinoyour own, but you know that you've got
to have the right tobacco! We tell you
Prince Albert will bang the doors wide
open for you to come in on a good time
the national joy smoke
firing up every little so often, without a
regret! You'll feel likf J
IVIkW
uaji
has been wasted and will be sorry you cannot
back up for a fresh start.
You swing on this say-s- o like it was a tip to a
thousand-dolla- r
bill
It's worth that in happiness and contentment to you, to every man
wno Knows what can be
gotten out of a chummy
jimmy pipe or a makin's

Per Pound

.

H
Brought Them.
Mr. Sweet opened the door of the
Icltclieu rind mild:
"Hello. Kiln; company for dinner."
"Goodness, Tom, you don't mean that
you have brought any one home to dinner tonlplit?'"iuerled tlie wife.
"Sure I have!" replied Mr. Sweet.
"Haven't you got any grub for them?"
"Why. no." Raid the wle despairingly. "Hoift you remember you told
me you would bring home n couple of
lobsters for dinner, and I depended on

Slip a few Prince Albert
smokes into your system!

Purposes;

BRICK

Alex Schneider, manager of
the Lordsburg Bakery announces
that the new establishment will
not be open for business until

at

JOHN C. IIAYDON
Steins. New Mexico

Sanitation

8

,?
it
.?

Wide Awake Real Estate Mm

Th

LIME

8

4.

El Paso Ice Cream and Cold Monday morning.
The new
Drinks at Mrs. Stevens' Ice bakery is getting everything in
Cream Parlor.
shape for permanent operation
when it is opened.
.Tprspv
rat.Sale
For
Herd of
tle. Enquire of D. J. Sellards.
Dr. Martin left this week for
Steeplerock, N. M. where he will
practice his profession.
John Robson is spending a few
List Your Mining Property, Cattle, Ranche
days in El Paso on business
and Tuwn Fropcrty With

Johnston popular assortment!.
And always Fresh

i

day on business.
Mr. Iiuesse
will leave in the next few days
for San Francisco, California
where he will be married to Miss
Vernie McCray. They will make
an extended honeymoon and return to the southwest.
J. C. McKee, the mineral surveyor from Silver City, was here
the first of the week surveying
some claims near Leidendorf for a
patent.

90-da-

STORE COMPANY
n,ni:i,.
ii'uancisco
I'liOl'IMKI'OU

Tl 1 m n TI n n V

SUBSCRIPTIONS NOW DUE
ifert Henderson and wife of Miami, Ariz., were here Monday en
rotue to El Paao. Mr. Henderson
is formerly of the Animas and has
many friends here.
John Haydon was a visitor from
Steins the first of the week.
Jim Edgar was in from Bedrock
Monday transacting business matters in town.
MULES FOR SALE Span sorrel mules, 4 and 5 years old, match.
15
and 16 hands high. Sound
and true as steel. Weight about
1ÜÜ0 pounds. Good set of harness
and one good
Springfield
wagon. Good as new. Inquire of
George A. Woods.
2t
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Bliss were
visitors in Phoenix, Ariz., last
week where Mr. Bliss attended to
labor federation business.
Tom Campbell was here Sunday
from Clifton en route to Phoenix.
y
F. Reyjusa was given a
sentence in the county jail by Justice C. W. Marsalis. Reyjusa was
charged with wife beating.
D
Avila was sent up for 60 days for
stealing some goods from the Mexican tailor shop north of the S. P.
tracks.
A meeting of the city council
was held Monday evening at which
time matters of taxation was discussed.
SUBSCRIPTIONS NOW DUE
E. A. Ault of San Marcial, N. M.,
arrived here Monday to take
charge of the drug department of
the Eagle Drug Mercantile Company. Mr. Ault is a well known
registered pharmacist of northern
New Mexico, having been engaged
in the busines practically all his
life. He will no doubt be quite
an asset to the Eagle Drug.
J. C. Henderson was a business
visitor here Monday en route home
to the Animas after appearing before the county commissioners at
Silver City on his taxation.
Ed
Mansfield was a county seat visitor on the same mission this week.
The board of directors of the 1st
National Bank of thi3 city met
Monday at which time routine business was transacted.

V

J. N. Buease, the Sullivan Machinery Co., representative in
the southwest, was here Thurs-
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Special excursion fares now in
effect. Ask the agent.
One hundred hours of; rest and
pleasure on luxurious vessels.

Southern

Pacific

